Computer to monitor campus energy usage
<

Outdoor temperatures measured to regulate indoor heating and cooling
By CINDY ELMORE
A central monitor system that will regulate energy
usage on campus by computer, is currently being
installed at James Madison University.
The new operation will measure outdoor temperatures ana then regulate heating and cooling
accordingly in individual buildings, Energy Conservation Engineer James Auckland said.
The computer also will be able to alert maintenance employees when any heating or cooling
equipment here malfunctions, he said, adding that
presently maintenance workers never know about
Broken equipment until they are notified
Although most campus heating and cooling
equipment is automatic, it cannot respond as quickly
or efficiently as the computer system can, Auckland
said.
THE COMPUTER conceivably can be programmed
to operate heating or cooling in a building from 7 a.m.

to 8 p.m. three days a week, from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
two days a week, and completely off on weekends.
For academic buildings, the hours that heat or air
conditioning is operated will be determined by what
hours the building is used. With regulation, temperatures will comply with federal specifications, he
added.
"We have problems now with balancing out temperatures," Auckland said. "In some places, we have
rooms too hot and mothers, rooms too cold."
The computer has been installed in the Maintenance Center located behind the Anthony Seeger
Campus School, and the connecting lines are
currently being placed underground all over campus.
All campus buildings except Spotswood, G if ford,
and Way land Halls will be included in the system, but
Auckland said he hopes all buildings will be connected to the computer later.
ESTIMATES FROM A consulting firm in 1075

predicted a 10 percent savings in total electricity and
fuel oil bills under the computer energy monitoring
system.
Installations of the system,.at JMU cost about
$250,000 and was paid out of Virginia capital outlay
funds.
Johnson Controls is installing the computer
system, and completion is scheduled for January
I960. Duke Fine Arts Center, Cleveland, and Miller
Halls should be connected by mid-December,
Auckland said.
According to Auckland, fire alarms, warning
security systems, and lights all can be connected to
the computer for automatic monitoring at a future
date.
"It's not a complete system by any means," be
added. 'The computer is designed for future
capabilities." Anticipated savings under the present
system must be shown to state officials, before expansion funds can be requested.
Mis

Thanksgiving isn't such a
happy holiday for local
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Campus tension mounts during Iranian crisis
YAF petitions
while hat
hangs banner
Members of the Young
Americans
for Freedom
(YAF) here are circulating a
petition in support
of
President Carter and the
United States government for
the release of the American
hostages being held by
Iranian students in Tehran.
According to YAF State
Chairman
Chuck
Cunningham, the petition will be
circulated in the JMU community until Wednesday and
will be sent to President
Carter, members of Congress
and
"other
appropriate
leaders."
See news analysis on Page 24,
Comment on Page 22.
Cunningham said YAF
planned to distribute petitions
in front of Gibbons Dining Hall
and in the Warren University
Union, "provided we can find
the manpower."
The YAF petition calls for
continued government use of
"every honorable diplomatic
means and every economic
lever at its disposal to speed
the safe release of illegally
held American citizens."
THE PETITION also calls
upon U.S. government leaders
to "make it unmistakably
clear" to the government of
Iran that the American
government and its people are
prepared to make "whatever
political,
economic,
and
military sacrifice necessary"
to uphold the honor of the
United States.
Cunningham indicated that
YAF had considered sponsoring a demonstration or
rally here but didn't want to
be held responsible for

(•MM*

SAY IT! Kappa Sigma members didn't hesitate to voke their opinions toward Iran last Wednesday night
potential
damage.
The
university requires that a 48hour notice be made of a
planned demonstration or
rally.
Cunningham called the
present situation a very
emotional issue and said YAF
would have held a pro-US.
rally and not an anti-Iranian
one. The group did not want to
conduct a rally with flagburnings or violence, he said.
No Iranian students are
enrolled at JMU for the first
time in several years, according to Dr. William
Jackameit, director of institutional research.

IN OTHER political action
around the campus, some 40
JMU students, the majority of
whom were members of
Kappa Sigma fraternity, held
an anti-Iranian rally on Greek
Row Wednesday.
"Stuff your oil. Stuff your
wheat. We can walk, but you
can't eat," the students
chanted in front of banners
and flags displayed on their
fraternity house.
According to Don Costa,
treasurer of Kappa Sigma,
members have been upset by
the
incidents
in
Iran.
Whenever newscasts were
shown, Kappa Sigma mem-

bers would become upset
because they, like many
ile, felt their hands were

tie? he si

On Wednesday night, the
brothers were all watching the
11 p.m. news report when the
Ayatollah Khomeini came on
the screen, Costa said. The
fraternity decided to hold a
rally to show their support for
the Americans.
BARRY KERSHAW. a
Kappa
Sigma
member,
described the rally as a "spur
of the moment thing."
The members hung a
banner across the fraternity

house and an American flag
from the second floor, Kershaw said. Brothers, rushes*,
dates and others gathered
outside and sang patriotic
songs such as "America the
Beautiful,"
"God
Bless
America" and "The StarSpa ngled Banner." They also
recited
the Pledge
of
Allegiance to the flag and
shouted anti-Iranian chants.
"We felt what's going on
over there was Kind of
ridiculous," said Tom Barila,
vice-president of the fraternity.
(Continued on Page 19)
(
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JMU post office may soon need to expand
Jin a typical day, 6,000 letters, 5,600 newspapers are processed
said.
In a typical day the post
office receives 6,000 letters,
5,600 newspapers, magazine,
or other large pieces of mail
and students and faculty
members together receive
about 280 packages a day,
Fear said. This doesn't include an average of 6,000
pieces of campus mail
received each day either, he
said.
The eight full-time employees and 14 students who
are all on financial aid workstudy programs, receive most
of the mail by 8:20 each
morning,
Fear
said.
Depending on how many
workers are available, all of
the students' mail is sorted
and placed in their boxes by 10
to 10:30 a.m., he said.
Faculty and staff mail is
sorted and sent out to the
different departments twice a
day, while another smaller
shipment of mail is received
around 1 p.m. and is placed in

By LOUIS EACHO
"We've been able to grow
into the current enrollment,"
but the crowded box space and
long lines to buy stamps and
pick up packages have proven
to be inconvenient for
students, according to post
office manager, Mortimer
Fear.
"Generally speaking, two
students share a box, but
sometimes three or four are in
one box, for example, when
seniors decide to remain in
school after their designated
graduation date," Fear said.

It's really a
wonder that some jjl
students get any
mail at all../
"It'd be my desire to expand
our poet office to toe point
where each student has his
own
box."
while
also
providing for a larger work
area for employees, he said.
But no expansion plans have
been discussed, he said.
Students seem to be getting
more ii~.il, • mostly tnrou^.
advertisements, Fear said.
"It's really a wonder that
some students get any mail at
all, since I usually pick up
around 150 pieces of mail on
the floor daily that's been
shoved out of their boxes," he
added.
THE ADDITION of a 900
box post office in Chandler
Hall in 1974 for Lake Complex
students alleviated crowded
conditions, but "moat students

(
would rather get their mail in
the WUU since they're up here
anyway and can't receive
packages or buy stamps at
Chandler,'' according to post
office employee, Christina
Meyers.
Long lines at the window in
the lobby to buy stamps, pick
up or weigh packages is a

problem "we can't solve,
although we try to make the
students' wait as short as
possible," Fear said. It's not
unusual to have waited on
more than 200 people during a
busy hour. Usually dose to
five thousand people each
week
make
purchases
totalling well over $1,500, he

students' boxes usually by
2:30 p.m., Fear said.
EVEN THOUGH IT is a
*ni?ersit> operation, the Jndf
post office still must adhere to
the regulations set by (he
United States Postal Service,
Fear said. For example, "we
can't keep mail remaining
here unopened for more than
10 days and, like any other
post office, we can't give out
addresses or box numbers due
to the Virginia Privacy Act of
1976," he said.
Letters using the JMU zip
code (22807), instead of the
Harrisonburg zip code (22801)
will also arrive at school
quicker since they aren't
sorted in the city post office,
Fear said. Tying bulk
amounts of campus mail
together in bundles by box
number
sequence,
and
remembering to include a
student's box number on all
campus mail also greatly
speeds up our sorting process,
he said

Correction

Several typographical and
editing errors appeared in the
article concerning
the opening
of exec«,'",wneetings of the
Student Government
Association in The Breeze,
Nov. 16.
The proposal to open the
executive council meeting
was made by Senator Mark
Kline, not Jim Watkins as
stated. Kline's statement
should have read, "We're not
challenging the honor of the
council ..." the word "not"
was inadvertently omitted.
Dr. William Nelson is head

1

of the Political Science
department, not of the
Political
Science
and
Geography department as the
Geography department is now
separate
from
Political
Science here. Nelson also did
not speak with the Curriculum
Instruction committee as the
article stated, but spoke with
the SGA senators at their
meeting of the special studies
course for the senators.
The Breeze regrets any
confusion these errors may
have caused.

Q&3&
Featuring: TOPS FOR EVERYONE
*from Fashion tops to T-shirts (long &
short sleeve) and other accessories

• SPECIALIZING IN TRANSFERS*
-lettering and numbering
-custom printing
-Greek lettering
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from any:
slide
drawing
album cover
photo
clipping
color or blk/wht.
Hours: 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
Located in Valley Mall

434-4824
**
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Feminism

The choice to do or be anything you want, panel says
■
By CINDY ELMORE
Defining feminism as the
choice to do or to be anything
a man or woman wants was
the general consensus of a
panel discussion Thursday.
"Clearing a Path: Life
Beyond the Stereotypes," was
the topic for the panel
discussion that was the final
event of the "Women Shaping
Tomorrow" week, sponsored
at James Madison University
by the Faculty Women's
Caucus.
The panel consisted of Dr.
Sidney Bland of the history
department, Carol Nesslein,
assistant director of the
Career
Planning
and
Placement office, Dr. Lynne
Constantino of the English
department
and
panel
moderator.
Dr.
Lanthan
Camblin of the special
education department. Dr.
Steven Fairchild of the
elementary education
department, and Barbara
Fox, library technical services librarian, also sat on the
panel.
"To treat a woman as if she
is meat on the hook is to
degrade her," Constantine
said. "It is important to say
you are a feminist because
you are part of the education
of everyone you meet If you
**<H»'t speak, you Jose th»»
chance.

,_
n._~..^
BUT
THE way..
the women's
movement has developed and
been publicized by the media
makes
people
believe
feminists
are
dramatic
protesters who carry signs,
she added
Camblin broke out of the
stereotype and became a
feminist by realizing he did
not like the way women were
treated in society.
"You have to think about
not being discriminate toward
another sex, race, or religious
group, or it may become a
part of your life, he said.
Like women, men also face
a stereotype because in
becoming supporters of the
feminist movement, they are
labeled
"fags" or "effeminate," just as women
feminists are seen
as
masculine.
A "man's movement," like
the feminist movement for
women, has not been formed
vet, Bland said. But the
feminist
movement
has
opened up fields for men as
well as for women and has
eliminated some stereotypes
for both, he said, adding that
the key is treating others like
humans rather than stressing
the differences between each
sex.
FOX S/..3- she represents
an age group where a woman

■

FIIOlO by Gt#nn P#tty

"Clearing a Path: Life Beyond the
Stereotypes," was the topic for the panel
found it easy to live a
stereotyped role.
"For the first 40 years of my
life, my career choice was
dictated to me," she said. "I
went to college thinking I
would work two or three
years, then get married and
stay home. I did do this until
my husband was no longer
able to work. I found a whole
new world. I had to face the
fact that life was no longer
laid out for me. I now realize
that so many choices were
available to me back then."
Changes in women's roles
have
contributed to the
v
«vorce rate, she «JJ*£
because many men feel

discussion that concluded the
Shaping Tommorrow" week ■

threatened by the feminist
movement, and because
women long have been considered mere extensions of
their husbands.
JMU's involvement in the
feminist movement is "extremely conservative."
Nesslein said. But feminism
does not have to require overt
behavior modifications. When
she first began working at
JMU, Nesslein "didn't let
anyone open the door for me,
plus I shook hands with
everyone. But I wasn't
comfortable. Now I've put it
upon myself to say, 'this is
wn8t*maKes me fee} comfortable,'" she said.

FAIRCHILD agreed that
one can contribute to the
feminist movement in a small
way. He cited his teaching as
an example. He was raised to
accept people for what they
were, and always thought that
anyone could be anything he
or she wanted to become,
regardless of sex, Fairchild
said.
But for many persons,
changes in roles have meant
confusion about how to react
in different situations, Fox
said.
"Now, there are no rules.
It's so hard to let go of those
rules that made life so comfortable."

Taste the pride of Canada,
Molson.

You'll get a taste ol
nearly -<-><J years of brewing heritage every lime you open
a cool, green bottle of M0I50N GOIDEN.™
North -America's oldest brewery got its start back
in 1786. John Molson. our founder, wouldn't recognize
our modem breweries, but he'd be proud o( the
good, smooth taste of GOLDEN.™

4tt
A taste that says Canada in every refreshing sip
<f C« far . C—i .v., * N V
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Library addition bids reopened after delay
By CINDY ELMORE
Bids for Phase One construction of the Madison
Memorial Library addition
were reopened last week after
state officials did not accept
the first bids, resulting in a
two-month construction delay.

Construction
divided
into stages
»V
v

Nj*-" °'««struction
CompAqr at Harrisonburg
entered the only bid Nov. 14.
The first bids had been
awarded in mid-September to
Nielsen at $3,347,880, but since
the state legislature appropriated only $3.1 million,
Nielsen's first bid was not
accepted.
The second bids should be
reviewed by state officials
within a week, said Dr. Mary
Haban, dean of library and
learning
resources.
The
amount of Nielsen's second
bid had to be below the state
appropriation.
To facilitate a reduced bid,
the proposed construction for
Phase One was broken down
into
separate
elements,
Haban said, adding ltTh» *ffr
we can be sure that at least

part of Phase One can be
covered with the money
available."
SINCE
STATE
AND
university officials have not
reviewed the second bids,
Haban could not reveal the
amount of Nielsen's bid or
how the construction was
broken down.
Original plans for Phase
One of the library addition
were to include the shell of the
entire addition, renovation in
the
present
building
necessary to attach the addition, and an entire usable
first floor.
But with the constuction
broken down into elements, all
work originally proposed for
Phase One may not be completed with available funds,
which would push some parts
into Phase Two construction.
Phase Two was to complete
the addition's basement and
second floor.
Funding for Phase Two has
not been appropriated, but a
$2.6 million allocation will be
considered after the Virginia
General Assembly session
begins in January.
"WE WERE TOLD TO go
ahead and plan the whole
project even though the architects know only Phase One
would be authorized within the
funds," Haban said.
If lack of funds indicates
that a large amount of Phase

One construction must be
pushed into Phase Two, the
possibility exists that not all
that was anticipated for the
addition will be completed,
Haban said, particularly the
second floor. But so far, no
deletions have been made in

the plans.
According to Haban, as
plans were formulated, the
architects
attempted
to
estimate what funds would be
required for the project, but in
this case, their estimates were
too low.

Classics 337 to discuss social
policies and changes in 1980s
By DONNA SIZEMORE
If you are wondering what
the future could hold for
society,
James
Madison
University is offering a new
course that may.spark your
interest.
"Human
Values:
The
Classical Tradition," will be
offered next semester under
the instruction of Dr. Robert
Lisle, professor of classics at
JMU.
"It's a course unlike any
others presently being offered," Lisle said.
"The course will involve a
discussion of those human

j _„i

values that ought lo determine
the political, social and
economic policies currently
being made which will affect
society in the next decade,"
Lisle added.
According to Lisle, the
course developed as an
outgrowth of a course he
taught on the future.
HE STRESSED the fact that
the course will not be concerned with a body of factual
data. The purpose of the
course is "to present the
student with a body of ideas he
can work with in thinking

WE HAVE GIFTS 11
FOR EVERYONE
ON YOUR
LIST

about the problems and future
of American society,"
There are two basic underlying questions in any
discussion of human values,
he said, "the image of man
and what is the best way for
man to live given certain
assumptions."
The major emphasis of the
course will be placed on a
discussion of the present and
future, Lisle concluded.
The course
is
titled
"Classics 337" and will be
taught on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 15:05-16:20.

You need great taste
to wear this label.

We didn't just put a great name on
our can, we put a great beer in it.
Because for over a hundred years,
the city of Milwaukee has meant the besttasting, best-brewed beer in America.

CHRISTMAS IS COMING !

University President
Ronald Carrier has said
Phase One construction can
begin "very soon," and he is
optimistic that Phase Two
appropriations will be granted
by the General Assembly,
Haban said.

And Old Milwaukee lives up to that
tradition.
So pick up some crisp, cold Old
Milwaukee, the beer that's every bit as
great as its name.
+ ,— ■+

PLANTS. POTS, CANDLES,
BOOKS, TREE ORNAMENTS.
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METRO PANTS
FACTORY OUTLET
61 £. Elizabeth St. 433-1737
1st OUALITV
• Men's Sporti Coats
(at wholesale prices)
$24.00-125.00 up to $38.50
TOP QUALITY
• Jackets $24.00*25.00
• Men's Uests $19.50
The Best In duality at Wholesale Prices
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SOUTH HAMPTON
COIN LAUNDRY
Tired of waiting in line
for your dorm's washer?
Come to Southampton
and end your wait.
1425 S. Main 434-5260
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Dining hall surveys result
in menu and cycle changes
By LANCE ROBERTS
The
James. Madison
University Food Services
Department is changing its
current 20-day menu cycle in
response to student surveys*
taken earlier this semester.
The Food Services Advisory
Committee
(FSAC)
has
tabulated approximately 20
percent of the 2,340 surveys
returned by boarding students
and turned them over to Hank
Moody, the contract dining
manager.
"We hope to complete the
rest of the surveys by the end
of the semester," said Mark
Davidson, chairman of the
FSAC.
Moody said the cycle will be
converted to 28 days in order
to have more popular items on
the menu more often.
However, the majority of
changes will not readily occur.
"The whole problem is we
deal in such a large volume of
food Because we work six to
ten weeks in advance, it could
be two months before some
things appear on the menu,"
Moody said.
ACCORDING to Moody, the
20-day-cycle was in response
to student requests for more
variety. The current cycle has

increased variety 35 percent
over last spring, Moody added.
"This year they (students)
don't like variety. They want
to eat more of the same thing
more often," Moody said.
"The problem with variety is
the more you have, the less of
a chance you have to serve the
same food."

They want to eat
more of the same
thing more often'
Moody hopes to maintain
variety and provide as many
popular items on the menu as
possible. He cited hamburgers
and cheeseburgers as one
example.
"We will offer hamburgers
and cheeseburgers six times
during the 28-day-cycle. Each
time we will offer a less
popular item *iur hamburgers and cheeseburgers
but It will be a different item

each time," Moody said.
"Ham quiche, which was
almost dropped from the
menu, will be offered only
once during the 28-day-cycle.
One item that has been
dropped from next semester's
menu is the beef and green
bean casserole. Moody said
only 36 students asked that it
be kept on while 262 requested
it be removed. Bacon, lettuce
and tomato sandwiches will be
offered three times a month
because of student demand.
"MORE THAN half of the 20
percent of students that were
surveyed wanted BLT's more
often. We will put BLT's on the
menu three times during the
28-day-cycle," Moody said.
Moody regrets that none of
the suggestions have been
tabulated so that portion of the
student input will not be
reflected in the beginning in
next semester's menu. If the
rest of the surveys are given
to Moody by the beginning of
spring semester 1980, some
changes could be made
through March and April.

TH AT ROOA/r!
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Starting in January, there will be a new
entertainment spot in Chandler Hall. The
room will be based on the theme of a French
SidewafrTCafe. But the room needs a name
with a logo.
If you are interested, send an entry to
Box L-35, James Madison University Program Board
by December 14.
There is a $25.00 prize for the winner,
who will be announced in January.
\
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Old Virginia Ham Cafe

Honor Council convention
praised by representatives
'

"^35 **

C

By DONNA 8IZEMORE
Students from universities
and colleges across the state
gathered at James Madison
University this past weekend
to participate in JMU's first
Honor Council convention.
The weekend of activities
came to a culmination on
Saturday afternoon as State
Senator Nathan Miller closed
the convention with a speech.
Representatives fron* f bout
10 institutions d<*- jssad
problems with honor cuui.Jls
and ways of stimulating and
making them better, according to Susan Hobbs, vicepresident of JMU's council.
Hobbs called the two-day
convention a "sharing experience."
Students who attended the
convention were very impressed with its organization
and activities.
"IT WAS VERY informative and a good learning
experience," said Chris Cole,
a representative from George
Mason University. She added
that the students from differentschools excu- je*a lot
of good ideas.
'It was so stimulating,"
said Val Schmalxried, a

representative from Lynchburg College. "All the
students are so involved in
their schools."
"We've been to other
conventions, but we haven't
found as many schools that
have similar honor codes as
we have here," said the Old
Dominion University Honor
Council chairman.
Kevin Rack. JMU Honor
Council president, was the
primary spark behind the
convention.^
organization,
which he dubbed an overall
success.
A host of activities were
planned for the weekend,
which opened with an address
by Dr. Thomas Stanton, vicepresident of academic affairs
here. Stanton spoke on "Honor
in the Academic Community."
On Friday night, following
dinner, round tables were held
in Chandler Hall covering
topics such as honor codes and
judicial issues.
SATURDAY'S ACTIVITIES
began with breakfast. A series
of programs were held
throughout the morning on
"Due Process and Student
Rights," headed by Dr.

William Nelson of the political
science department,
"Communication Topics on
Listening," headed by Dr.
Rex Fuller of the commication arts department and
"Training Honor Council
Members," headed by Kevin
Rack, JMU Honor Council
president.
A panel discussion was held
prior to lunch on "Single
Sanction"

Moore presents
paper on energy
Dr. H.
Kent Moore,
associate professor of physics
and education at James
Madison University,
presented a paper recently at
the national convention of the
School
Science
and
Mathematics Association in
Kansas City, Mo.
Moore's paper was titled
"Energy Related Knowledge
and Attitudes of College Age
Students."
Dr. Charles
^-±a> i
professor of education at
JMU, also delivered a paper
at the convention.

Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops-chicken
seafood-variety of salads and
sandwiches-Virginia ham
-delicious breakfastsMon-Sat 6:30 am-2:00 pm
W Market St. 434-6572

HORN'S MINI MARKET
GO FOR THE GOLD !
TUBORG GOLD
1/2 keg $24A0
THE KING- BUDWEISER
12oz. 6 ph. $1.99
The Philip^

"66"

\

across from Valley Mall
-all JMU checks honored
434-8030
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[The Art of Military Leadership-2Credit Hours
Leadership Lab

■OCredit Hours

001 1050-1140 TT G103 A
002 1340-1430 TT G103 A
1500-1700 Th G343
MISC 901

MISC220

157 Warsaw Ave.
Turn at Light at
JMU's Front Entrance
THRU SUNDAY
Michelob reg. & light
Budweiser
& Busch 12 packs
Old Milwaukee 12 packs
He in eke n 6 pk. 12 oz.
Stroh's cans 6 pk.

\

2.29
4.19
3.59
3.79
1.99

* * Stop by and register
for $50.00 gift cerificate

MISC 220 examines the dynamic leadership interaction
model in depth. Students have the opportunity to get a
closer look at themselves through self-testing. Small
group leadership problems are examined, group life
cycles are studied and the realities of the leadership
problem are discussed. The problems and coping
mechanisms which result from organizational and
bureaucratic systems are examined. MISC oei is a
leadership practicum, Basic Military skills, such as
rappelling, orienteering, and pistol and rifle
marksmanship are learned, while applied leadership
skills are examined and practiced. If you have
questions, call 433-6264 or stop by Godwin Hall, Room
395.

from Blue Mountain

Records

drawing to be held
Nov. 20
( no purchase necessary )

• under new management
Sun.-Thurs. til 12
Fri.Sat. til 1

/
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Breeze survey
I'-^ase ta*. _ .wtauleand
answer the survey questions
which appeared on the back
?ige of The Breeze, Nov. 16.
our opinions are important,
and we'd like to share them
with the rest of the campus.
Results of the survey will be
published in a December issue
of The Breeze—if we get
enough responses, that is! So
help us out!

COHOPE
COHOPE (The Community
of Hope) is searching for the
speechless. The private nonprofit home ana school for
severely physically
handicapped young adults has
received a grant from the
State Developmental
Disabilities Unit to evaluate
communication devices for
non-vocal Virginians. The
devices, including hand held
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Summer session

machines that reproduce the
voice,
will
be
displayed
by
their
manufacturers at a conference next May 4. A consumers guide to communication devices will be
sent
to
all
non-vocal
Virginians who request it If
you know of anyone who could
benefit from communication
devices, please write Community of Hope, Keexletown,
VA 22832 OT call (703)269-2131.

r >'human

A tentative listing of classes
for the I960 Summer Session
will be available in the
Summer School Office, Wilson
107, on Friday, November 16.

Mental health
An open-form and panel
discussion on the status of
Mental Health Services of
Virginia will be held on
Wednesday, December 5th at
8:00 p.m. in the Emmanuel
Episcopal Church on South
Main Sheet. The meeting is
open to all interested students
and members of the community. Dr. Leo Krivin,
Commissioner
of
the
Department of Mental HealthMental Retardation, Dr. Coen
Plasberg, Director of Western
State Hospital, and Dr. John
Eagle, a local psychiatrist will
serve as panel members for
the open forum.

Writing Lab
The Writing lab offers individualized help to students
preparing papers studying for
essay
exams,
writing
resumes, or preparing to take
the GRE, LSAT, or GMAT.
For an appointment, call Mrs.
Hoskins at 6401, Monday
through Friday 1:00-5:00 p.m.
or stop by Sheldon 112.

Th« ENTERTAINMENT AMUSEMENT
CO.
MENTCO.
PWESCNTS

FOREIGNER!
'■)'-

SPECIAL GUEST

WET WILLIE
&

SHQNEYcS
_*»,.

NANTUCKET
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 8 PM
TICKfTS: $8.00 FESTIVAL SEATING
ON SALE: CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE. H6RONIMUS STORES, AND BLUE
GOOSE RECORDS.
UAH. ORDERS: FOREIGNER C/O ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER, P.O. BOX
13005, ROANOKE, VA 24O30 CERTIFIED CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS
ONLY CALL 861 1201 FOR INFORMATION.

ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER

6

SERVED 11AM TIL 8PM
YOUNG TOM TURKEY
• SNOWFLAKE
• CORN BREAD
POTATOES
DRESSING
• BUTTERED PEAS
• GIBLET GRAVY
• CELERY STALK
• CRANBERRY SAUCE
• SMALL DRINK
• GRECIAN BREAD
YOUR CHOICE OF PUMPKIN PIE, OR CREAM PIE
■

New York Style Pizza
* *Best Prices in Town* *
-Large
Cheese

-4.00

3.50

2.75

1 Topping—

"«■

••»

-3 »

(STRAWBERRY PIE 15* EXTRA)

2 Toppings-

• • • *PLUS* • • •

3 Toppings*or more)-

OUR ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

SALAD BAR $049

Medium—Small

~u-*^^

50* Off Any Pizza
with coupon Offer expires
Nov. 31
$.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)
STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping

CHILD'S PLATE UNDER 12 $1.99
AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUT

CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Friday, Saturday & Monday ll:00-l:00am
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JMU organizations aiding 1
Big Brothers-Big Sisters
By TERM MALONEY
It coats from 110,000 to
$15,000 a year to keep a
criminal in jail; it cosU $250 to
|S00 to fund a child in the Big
Brothers-Big Sisters
program, said Debt Dvorscak.
Dvorscak is the executive
director of the Big BrothersBig Sisters program of
Harriaonburg-Rockingham
County.
The objectives of the Big
Brothers-Big Sisters program
is to develop a child's self
confidence and to provide a
mature model for the child to
follow. This is less expensive
and more rewarding than
allowing a child to grow up
with little self-confidence and,
as in as many as 00 percent of
the cases, become a criminal
in Jail, said Dvorscak.
Most of the children in the
program, begun in this area in
ltTB, are from one-parent
homes. In a few cases the
child has both parents, but
may have problems with
alcoholism, long work hours
or may not give the child
enough attention.
There are 10 children in the
program who have a parent in
Jail.
i
The majority of the children
are 8 to 12 years old. About
one-third of them are black,
the rest are white. Most of
them are from low-income
families.
Children are referred to Big
Brothers-Big
Sisters
by
various sources such as local
social agencies, Juvenile
courts or by the children or
parents themselves.

The child is then matched
with a volunteer of the same
sex. Presently, 70 of the 108
children in the program are
matched.
There are few qualifications
that a volunteer must meet,
said Dvorscak. The person
must be 18 or older. He must
have a genuine concern for the

—arm '".—^7
Volunteers must
have genuine
concern but
no special
training
child and must be willing to
spend at least three hours a
week with his or her little
brother or sister.
Residents of the area are
asked to commit themselves
for at least a year. College
students are asked to commit
themselves for the length of
the school year.
There are no special
educational
or
training
requirements.
The volunteers go through a
preliminary screening
process to determine if they
are qualified and to choose a
little brother or sister to
match mem with. This period
usually last for about three
weeks
"We turn away very few,"

said Dvorscak.
Once a month the volunteers
are contacted to make sure
there are no problems.
Every six months the
agency which referred the
child ia contacted. In about 75
percent of the cases some
improvement is reported.
Improvements include better
schoolwork, less contacts with
tfr~ courts, And better
relations betweetfthv, «.wd
and his family.
Most of the 38 children
waiting for a Big brother or
sister are boys. This is
because there are more boys
without fathers.
Funds for this program are
limited. The budget was cut
back by 85,000 mis year to
828,000.
The program gets its funds
from the United-Way, federal
funding, and its own fundraising activities.
This money is used to pay
the salaries of the three paid
workers in the program, for
workshops, general office
expenses, and for some of the
group activities.
Students from JMU contribute to the program in other
ways than being a big brother
or sister. The SGA gives the
program discount passes to
movies and sporting events.
They are allowed to use the
facilities at Godwin free of
charge.
Fraternities and sororities
and othe&cluhs also-help out.
Circle x is sponsored a
Halloween party. Pi Delta Chi
took the unmatched children
trick-or-treating.

.99
1.39
2.19
4.29

1.09
plus dep.

Yukon Club beverages:
ginger ale, club soda
28oz. bottle 4 for a dollar
wl coupon from Daily News
.99

A &P Margarine
quart
A &P Potato Chips

1.09

A &P Sandwich
Cremes (cookies)

21b. pkg.
Marvel Bread
(22oz.)

2 for .89
.44

>

.57

Cauliflower

.99

Ann Page Bacon

\ 3lfcohofic!j$eoera<je$ofihe WorfJ
I
434-6895
915 S. High St.
•
j
Tune WQPO FM 101- 1360 AM WHBG
j •See Thurs. Daily News Record for, Other Specials

8 for 1.00

I Broccoli

Smithfield
Sliced Bacon

Party Kegs * Party Ice
^^

Pepsi Cola
, l6oz. 8pk.

SUN thru WED

• MORE BEER FOR LESS*
it t

1.79

Stroh'sreg. or light
12oz. 6pk.

Large Florida
Tangerines

PARTY KEGS
PARTY SNACKS
PARTY ICE 8B CUPS
Schlitz Malt Liquor 6pk 8oz
BlueRibbon Little Hues 8pk
Michelob Williamsburg's Finest
Budweiser
Party Pac(12)

*******

{Cranberries
1 lb. bag

WERNER'S
Party Package Store
|
I>
I
|

A f&P

A &P Bologna

£

1.19 lb.

I*"***"/--
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Slmt lakw
Old fossil

Marriage boom

WASHINGTON <AP>- Scientists have found
what are believed to be the oldest fossil footprints made by a direct ancestor of man, 1.5million-year-old tracks along a lake shore in
northern Kenya.
The seven footprints probably were made by
Homo-erectus, whose evolutionary path leads
straight to modern man, the National Science
Foundation announced Sunday.
Scientists say the footprints appear to have
been left by someone between 5 and 5.5 feet
tall, weighing about 120 pounds. The individual
apparently walked from a very wet, muddy
area onto drier mud because some of the prints
are larger than others.
The discovery was made in, sfidi^Tfu**0*"
deposits' aiong the northeast shore of Lake
Turkana, about 350 miles north of Nairobi.
Three prints were uncovered in August 1978
while a trench was being dug and the rest last
July.

Support
WASHINGTON (API- American Petroleum
Institute is emphasizing its support for.
President Carter's decision to halt U.S. imports of Iranian oil.
The president has announced that he is
acting to eliminate any suggestion that
economic pressure can weaken his stand in the
Iranian situation, said Charles J. DiBona, API
president. We want to assure the public that
the petroleum industry will support the
president's decision to stop buying Iranian oil
by doing everything possible to implement it
effectively.
.

Chinese star
PEKING (AP)- At 14 months, Yuang Ching is
one of China's leading stars—not too suprising
since she is China's first giant panda conceived
through artificial insemination.
Besides being a central fixture at the Peking
Zoo, Yuang Ching is a frequent celebrity on
television and has her own house, adjacent to
the cages housing the other giant pandas in the
zoo.
Though she went on a two-day hunger strike
seven months ago when separated from her
mother, her appetite today is healthy and she
weighs 90 pounds.
Other zoos have been unable to get giant
pandas to mate and are hoping to duplicate the
technique that led to Yuang Ching's birth.

wimd Ik

fe ■tv.

Ptpm*

KO&MC

BEER,
WINE,
AND COCKTAILS

885 E. Market St.

,
)

MOSCOW (AP)- Soviet scientists have
discovered a non-corrodible iron on the surface
of the moon and have produced the same kind
of iron in experiments on Earth, the Soviet
news agency Tass reported Saturday.
Tass said the discovery, made with moon
surface samples returned by the Luna 16 moon
probe in 1970, was registered this week with the
Soviet Committee for Inventions and
Discoveries.
Valery Barsukov, director of the Soviet
Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical
Chemistry, said the non-oxidizing iron from
the moon is produced by highly charged
particles in the solar wind that sweeps the
moonjsurgace. The particles remove oxygen
frorirw-'irai, tv.uuiig pure metal, he told
Tass, adding the element is reporoduced on
Earth in facilities that duplicate lunar conditions.

Refusal
CHICAGO (AP)- Some airlines refused to
handle package mail between Chicago and
Washington after the explosion of a small
bomb on a flight between the two cities, Post
Office officials say.
Post Office employee Nance Bremen said
one of the airlines, which she refused to
identify, resumed carrying mail Saturday. She
said United Airlines, American Airlines, and
Trans World Airlines refused to pick up
package mail Saturday. Amtrak was picking
up embargoed mail Friday.
The bomb exploded Thursday in an
American Airlines jet during flight No one
Woo ., Jl?*

Thanksgiving fast
CAIRO, Egypt (AP)- President Anwar Sadat's
wife, Jinan, was quoted in a newspaper
Saturday as saying she will fast for three
months as a thanksgiving gesture after Israel
returns all of the Sinai to Egypt in 1982.
In a wide-ranging interview with the Al
Ahram newspaper, Mrs. Sadat was quoted as
saying she expected Arab anger at Egypt for
signing a treaty witi, >-ael to reach fii pftuV
when the two countries exchange diplomatic
relations in February i960.
But she predicted the tensions will eventually subside after that, because inter-Arab
relations are deeper, stronger and bigger than
any differences.

wumi tfce wM-

LUIGI'S
****PIZZERIA****
Presents:

Seafood Restaurant
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Discovery

MIAMI (AP)—Ever since the takeover of the
U.S. embassy in Iran, there's been a sudden
rush to marriage license bureaus in Florida by
Iranian students wanting to marry American
women.
And officials say at least one county in
Alabama has experienced the same increase
since the recent crackdown on illegal Iranian
aliens announced by President Carter.
Officials did not directly say the increase
was due to talk of deportation by federal officials.
But Joe McFadden, officer in charge of the
Tampa Immigration and Naturalization
Service office, says authorities are suspicious
of the motives of the Iranians because many
don't seem to know much about their fiances.
Immigration rules beat Cupid in making
marriages, he said.
"We've probably had a dozen Iranians that
have come in here in the past week or so and
apply for marriage licenses," said Donna
Ambrose, supervisor of the Dade County
marriage license office. "It's been kind of
strange—a majority don't act like they know
each other very well."
A spot check with probate officials in
Alabama indicates at least one countyMadison—has experienced more Iranian
students applying for marriage licenses since
federal authorities announced plans to check
the visas of all Iranian students in this country.
"We've had about an average of one a day
for the last week," said Chief Probate Clerk
Mrs. Jimmie Branum. She said five licenses
were issued to Iranians this week and she
expects more.
Americans marnea'td foreign citizens may
apply for permanent residency for his or her
spouse, but it's up to federal officials to decide
whether the marriage was arranged to help
someone stay in the United States.
Two immigration inspectors visited the
Dade County marriage license office Friday
and copied down the names and addresses of
the Iranians who have filed marriage applications since Carter's announcement
Saturday.
McFadden said INS1 officials will look at
recent marrifp#-~ M.wamine if uiey are
bonafide—"a marriage where two people fall
in love as opposed to doing a favor for someone
or for money."

434-4023

Anyone Can SELL Seafood
We SPECIALIZE in Seafood

EveryWeek AIL YOU ON EAT SPECIALS
7.95
Steamed Shrimp
MON.
6.59
TUES.
Crab Cakes
5.95
WED.
Fried Oysters
5.95
Fried Clams
THURS.
7.95
Steamed Shrimp
FRL
5.25
SAT.
Fried Flounder
5.95
SUN.
Fried Oysters
icltides Cole SJa w, French Fries &* Hush Puppies
X/ XXX • XX x •»*
i/\.
XSr.'.'^X' -.W.•. •x- .X.• l\/' ••> ^V

* * Chicago Style Pizzas * *
Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Budweiser & Michelob on tap
-daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
plUs your Favorite import beers
At two Locations:
No. 1 1010 S. Main 433-1101
(in front of Campus)
ON CAMPUS DELIVERIES
Starting at 6pm.-l 1pm. Mon. -Thurs.
• last call 10:30*
No. 2 1059 S. High Call 433-0077
• DINE IN OR TAKEOUT*
Hours : open 7 days a week
Sun. -Thurs til Midnight
^it-$flt..ty^am ,u
»»•*•«».-.

I
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The playwright behind 'Pendragon'
By WES WILLOUGHBY
Aa the author of 'The
Pendragon Institute" and cast
member for 14 plays since he
entered James
Madison
University, Pboef Sutton has
been highly lauded for his
talents as both actor and
writer.
Such
extreme
popularity, of course, can
endanger anybody's sense of
security.
"One thing I've discovered
is that I'm pretty successful
here. Objectively, I know that,
but the more successful I
become, the less secure I
feel," Sutton summarizes
himself, concluding with
laughter.
Sutton, however, has a
firmly planted nonchalance
that helps him maintain
realism with a well-buttered
ego. He carries his tall, lanky
frame coolly, and bis hornrimmed glasses characterise
his narrow face and sharp
features with a refreshing
sense of individualism. He *•
not afraid to look a stranger m
the eye. This easy-going attitude is reflected in his postgraduate plans.
I'll commit suicide," he
laughs. "No, I really have
absolutely no idea.
•MAYBE I'll get into acWhat else can I do,
it?" he says sarcastically.
"I don't know. It's a real
stupid thing to go into* Parts
are hard to get, and it's very
difficult-always. But I'll
probably try.
"1 like to write, I'm sure I'U
do that But writing has an
advantage over acting: if
you're not successful at it, you
can still do it You can always
write, even if no one is going to
publish you.
"You can't act if you don't
get cast in something. Well,
you can, but it looks a little
odd—Shakespeare in your
room late a t night—but It's not
the same."
Sutton's level of selfassurance makes him appear
to be less ambitious than he
really is. He grimaces at that
thought.
"Wei I don't like to fool
rilf. I'll try, but there are
of people out there who
are lust as good as me or
better. New York City has
more unemployed actors than
there
are
people
In
Harrisonburg."

-< -.
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PHOEF SUTTON, author of and actor in "Th*Pendragon Institute." pauses to discuss theater during a backstage moment.
have to be doing and playing
for other people.
"And it's a great Ugh,
mostly, one of the best in the
world. But when the show's
going badly, of course, it gets
pretty hideous." He smiles
expansively at this.

'I'm being a bad guy.' You
have to say to yourself, 'I'm
killing this guy because I
haven't got any choice.'
"Lots of people thought my
Hal may have bee*\kind of
nasty, but when I was doing
him, he didn't feel that way 7

"BUT ALL that could be a
little dangerous. You could get
carried away. It's always
carrying over into your real
life, if mere is such a thing.
"That's never been any
problem for me, because most
of the characters I've played
I've found in me. At least,
that's the only way I think an
actor could play a role—find
something
in himself that's
like thatT'
A short comparison between
Sutton's Hal from the recent
main stage
production of
"Henry IVT' and his Taulard,
a dragon from "Pendragon*''
leads to a visualization
consistent
with
Sutton's
WHILE STUDYING at
nonchalance,
an
easily
JMU, Sutton has been very
recognizable
style
that
has
busy, although he is not quick
become his trademark.
to admit it. He completed
"Well, I'm not saying
roles in more than a dozen
they're all alike, at least!
plays within three years, as
hope they're not," Sutton
weft as directing one, writing
explains. "But I did Hal in a
two plays and two screenway that someone else
wouldn't Physically, I can't
takes up a let of time.
play him as being strong and
Acting alone could take over
powerful. I'm not as big and
your fife. You tend to concern
imposing as any of the other
yourself a lot more with other
people on stage, so I had to
people's opinions than you
bring out some of his conought to, I think.
niving aspects to com"When
you're
acting,
pensate."
everything you do depends on
Sutton goes on to discuss his
what the audience thinks of
internal approach to acting.
you—other
people's
im"Even when you're paying
the Villain, you have tobeheve
tftfthtf. 'TOO' ■i£*TwwhTsay as •aw a«br,

SUTTON began writing in
his early teens. Even though
he calls the short stories he

these things are just rather
produced "awful," he enjoys
tedious.
writing them. "I think I knew
they were awful," he laughs.
IF YOU CAN do that sort of
"Then I came here and
thing right, then you're good,"
wrote a couple of screenSutton proclaims, "But I kind
plays—I haven't the faintest
of avoided that in 'Pendragon'
idea why, I guess I like
by just breaking it up into
movies. I next wrote a play for
different scenes.
my Intro to Theater class. I
"With prose, you can get
didn't think that was any'
into the character's mind a lot
good, either, but it got some
more; you can say what he's
encouragement from my
thinking and feeling, which
teacher.
you can't do in a play. Plays
"So I took a playwriting
are more about what happens.
class and wrote a play called
"The
main
difference
"Momentum," which was
between
prose
and
pretty well received. Then I
playwriting is that you don't
wrote 'Pendragon,' and now
finish a play. You must leave
I'm writing short stories
variables, because you don't
again.
know how it's going to be
"I get a kick out of writing,
played.
The lines are going to
but I get a quicker audience
be totally changed from what
reaction out of acting."
you intended by the way
As a writer, Sutton finds no
someone says them.
problems
in
either
"That's the soul of the whole
playwriting or prose writing
thing. If you want what you've
mat would lead to a
written to be said the same
preference for one over the
way every time, then it's not a
other. He believes there are
play. Plays have to be able to
limitations in both.
change."
."In playwriting, you don't
have
to
worry
about
As a play, "The Pendragon
describing things much.
Institute" went through ust
"So what you have to worry
such changes. Sutton ha< to
about is dialogue, which is not
visualize the action while
the same as prose," Sutton
writing
it—action
that
says thoughtfully, choosing
changed as it was translated
his words with care.
.from ink on paper to three"Dialogue has more to do 'dimenstonal reausm on stage.
with
understanding
the
character, how he speaks, and
By no means was the
the timing involved.
production of Sutton's own
''Pendragon Institute" the
"In prose, you can bring
culmination of all that Sutton
characters into the room,
has done or will do literally, or
describe it for a while, get to
dramatically, at JMU. Sutton
the serious part, then have the
is a maverick, but waits until
dialogue.
be can determine his course
before be chooses to roam. He
"For the play, you need to
will probably do more work on
have everything vocalised.
campus stages before he
You also have to figure out the
graduates, but only oplogistics, why the character is
portunity will determine what
going to exit, and things like
nature those accomplishthat. You have got to have
ments will take in the future.
things make sense. A lot of

T
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SUTTON shares a laugh with Dr. Thomas Arthur, director of "Pendragon."
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.ArtfileFrustrating jazz
By MARK SUTTON
James Madison University was treated to some exceuent big band jazz as bands from JMU and Virginia
Tech performed Friday night in Wilson Hall.
The concert, however, was plagued by a horrendous
sound mix throughout both sets. Horns would leap out at
the listener like angry gods on the warpath, while any
electric instrument was barely audible. While there
was a keyboardist, and he appeared to be working at his
instrument, there was rarely a piano note to be heard,
except during solos. The upright bass, when used, came
through stronger than the electric one.

--._..,_.

THE JMU BAND opened their set with "Rundown,"
which did just that—run down the entire instrumental
XSTC ?nd ga,vf most °* *• musicians a chance to solo.
Which they did, with numbing regularity
"Meet Freddie Fudpucker," which followed, drew
many giggles from the audience for its title, but its
musical content drew applause. On this selection, the
JMU group displayed an apparent roughness in transition between solo and ensemble playing.
This was an example of the lack of professionalism
displayed by both bands. There was a tendency to drag
between songs as the band members switched instruments and groped for the opening bars.
The third selection, "Bosa," featured competent solos
by Tim Streagle on trombone and Howie Smith on flute
But here the band lagged in getting the song underway, a
problem that plagued the show throughout its length

Photo by Glonn P»Wy

MICHAEL GUTHRIE plays straight-ahead rock during Thursday night's concert.

Guthrie Band plays real rock
By MICHAEL SHUTTY
The Michael Guthrie Band made no
pretenses as to what they were going to deliver
us. "We're gonna let it all out—get down on
some rock and roll. There's good rocking
tonight."
- With that blunt introduction, the lead
guitarist struck a sustained chord casting the
Center Attic into the recklessness of the middle
60s.
The rock scenario was complete to the finest
detail—one guitar, powered by a sizzling stack
of tweed Marshalls, a drummer garbed in a

British flag, and a long-haired bassist plucking
a vintage '62 Fender Precision The music was
powerful, loud, and distorted-sparked with
occasional escapes of feedback and eartingling shrieks. There was no compromise,
only straight rock in all its purity.
THIS FRESHNESS emerged throughout
every rocker from bashing power chords, a la
Townshend, in such Who classics as "Picture
of the Living" and^'I Can See For Miles," to a
forceful
rendition
of
The
Beatles'
(Continued on Page 14)

Students upstage Smither
By KEVIN CROWLEY
Because of a miniacule crowd, a sound
system that never quite met his standards, and
a general lack of enthusiasm of his part, Chris
Smither's Friday night Center Attic perlortnaw* « »«<»rdly worth rating.
-i«cr.'-3r?'
On the other hand, two James Madison
University students who opened fbr Smither
deserve the utmost praise for an outstanding,
but unfortunately short performance.
Ron Gentry and Eric Veterick played for
only half an hour and managed to squeeze in
only five original Gentry tunes.
These five, however, were poetic and
descriptive in their lyrics and upbeat in their
melodic structure.
GENTRY displayed the wailing emotion of
his vocals during the very first number,
"Down on the Corner," and continued to get
across to the audience that each song was a
glimpse into his private world.
One selection in particular, "Mooning the
Sun," was an account of typical excursion to
Reddish Knob, and anyone who has visited the
Knob could identify with Gentry's lyrics:

I

When the cans are empty and the roaches
are done
j
We pull down our blnejeans and moon the
sun.

former—he has been on the road for 14 years—
and this became evident as he gave directions
to the sound man in between the lyrics of Us
first song.
His insistence that the sound was not quite
right was a sign of professionalism, but boring.
The sound was fine. Even Smither could not
identify the problem, labeling it a "frustrating
uuunngg sound."
Providing the backbeat with his cowboy
boots, Smither picked out some excellent foottapping blues, including "Statesboro Blues,"
"Maybelline," another Chuck Berry number,
and "What Do You Have to Say," a Smither
original. Smither played the blues so well
because of his harsh, three-fingered picking
style (this guy was not gentle), but following
each of these lively songs, Smither played a
slow, melancholy talker and seemed to temporarily lose the interest of all 10 members of
the audience.
THIS pattern proved an uncomfortable
musical roller-coaster ride for those listening
and lacked the spontaneity of the first act.
Ultimately one had to feel sympathetic
toward Smither. The adverse conditions
subtracted considerably from his performance
and perhaps, under more suitable circumstances, his show would have been more
enjoyable.

•
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On "Sweet Georgia Brown Upsidedown," which
followed, the horn section crossed the threshhold of pain.
Le Roy Brewer delivered a solo on tenor sax with verve
and competence, fortunately at somewhat less than earsplitting volume. This arrangement of "Georgia Brown"
sounded nothing like the version that most people are
familiar with.
On "Ain't Gonna Ask No More" Michael Hunt soloed
on bass trombone. The song had a blues feel to it, with
horns that sounded alternately like those from the Pink
Panther films and those from every spy thriller ever
produced.
The JMU band closed its set with Chick Corea's
"Spam," which was, like the rest of the set, well
received by the crowd. The JMU Jazz Ensemble's set
lasted 45 minutes.
THE VPI BAND was plagued by the same problems
with the mix under which the JMU band labored. Their
signature theme, based on the Tech fight song, was
followed by such numbers as "Sister Sadie" and "Let's
Eat Cactus."
Essentially, the performances of the two bands were
identical, save for the repertoire. Both bands displayed
technical proficiency but little in the way of inspiration
That, coupled with a lack of professionalism, made the
show something of a frustrating experience.

m •

Gentry's acoustic guitar was complemented
by Veterick's fine electric guitar work. An odd
combination, but in this case, very effective.
During "Then to Cambridge You Must Go,"
Veterick used volume to produce the haunting,
whining sounds perfected by Lindsey
Buckingham of Fleetwood Mac. With the
possible exception of an out-of-place Veterick
solo at the song's end, this was probably the
duo's best effort.
Veterick added a flashy backbeat on "Live
with a Pig' and closed the set with his slickest
lead of the evening on "Poor, Rich Man.'r
The combination of these two is something to
be experienced—to be appreciated—and I look
forward to a Center Attic date with these artists.
SMITHER'S greatest problem was lack of
interest. After Gentry and Veterick's fans
cleared out, the Center Attic looked like the
library on Saturday night.
Smither opened strongly with Chuck Berry's
"NoMoney Down," but the performance never
improved after that.
w I Smither is dertainly an experienced per-

JMU SAX section gets lone.

Expressions'

"Brief Expressions," a one-man art show featuring
the work of Polly Holden, is currently showing in Artworks Gallery.
Artworks is located in Zirkle House. The show runs
until Nov. 30.
Holden, who made some of the exhibits expecially for
the show, said some of her paintings were done so
recently they were still wet when they were mounted.
Most of the paintings in the show are part of Holden's
senior honors project dealing with motion, color, and
depth in paintings. Holden used bright colors and
diagonal brush strokes to give the paintings a feeling of
motion.

Photo by Joo Schnoctonburow

RON GENTRY .performs poetic music,..

i:

HOLDEN SAID she has been experimenting with the
paintings for her protect, and they have gotten
progressively bigger and more abstract She has plans
to make a 6 x 8 foot painting as part of her project soon
This is Holden's third show this semester. She had
work in the watercolor and paperworks show, and in the
Kappa Pi, honorary art society show. Holden is
I'UI II V \V. . .'.'■■ ',''. X
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Happy what?
Local turkeys dread the day that made them famous
By THERESA BEALE
Cattle fanner Mike Arbogast bad "hardly even seen
a turkey" when he decided to
begin raising the birds 25
years ago.
Now he can't get away from
them.
Some 50,000 turkeys occupy
Arbogast's farms in Lacy
Springs every day of the year,
and although Arbogast still
has 400 head of cattle, turkeys
have become his mainstay.
Gobblers mean big profits
for many farmers like Arbogast in the Harrisonburg
Rockingham County area,
known as the "Turkey Capital
of the World." Seventy percent of Virginia's turkeys are
raised here.
LOCAL FOLKLORE
Local tradition lauds the
turkey,
with
turkey
monuments
at
the
Rockingham County line on
U.S. 33 East and US. 11. Each
May the Friends of Feathers
host a poultry parade in
Harrisonburg.
Even the way most turkeys
are raised now—in environmentally-controlled
houses rather than outdoorscan be attributed to the late
Charles Wampler, a farmer in
Dayton
In the 1920s, Wampler experimented with hatching

turkeys by incubator and
raising them in artificiallycontrolled environments. His
experiments were so successful that he resigned his
job as county agent and
started a feed company.
County farmers had contracts
with Wampler in which he
would hatch the turkeys in
incubators and the farmers
would raise them to maturity.
Wampler is now regarded
as "the Father of the Modern
Turkey Industry."
Although most area farmers
have followed Wampler's
discoveries by contracting
their turkeys with local feed
companies and raising them
indoors, Mike Arbogast has
combined traditional turkey
farming with modern innovations.
TRADITION
CONTINUES
He raises one-quarter of his
turkeys "on the range," or out
in the open field as did his
ancestors in the business. But
most of Arbogast's turkeys
are foreigners, that is, they
are trucked in from Canada
when they are only one day
old. When the birds reach
Arbogast's farms about 10
miles north of Harrisonburg,
they are nurtured with plenty
of warmth, feed and water for
eight weeks. Then they are
placed either in ar other house

or out on the range.
Arbogast has tried both
methods of turkey farming.
When he began raising
turkeys in 1955, he had 2.000
birds outdoors. The gobblers
were easy
targets
for
predators, disease and storm.
A couple thousand turkeys
died when Arbogast tried
raising them with hogs, which
turned out to be natural
disease carriers. Some 6,000
birds died during a storm a
few years ago.
"But they made it through
that 10-inch snowstorm we
had this year.
How they
survived I'll never know, but
only a few died," he said. "A
turkey, when he's born, is the
weakest thing alive, but when
he's big, he's tough."
But even if the birds are
hardy, raising them in environmentally-controlled
houses is easier than chasing
them around in rainstorms,
Arbogast said. Twelve years
ago Arbogast built his first
turkey house, and he now
places most of his gobblers
Everything is automatic in
the houses where several
thousand turkeys share the
same quarters. Feedings and
water are systematically
supplied. But Arbogast has to
check on his poultry two or
three times a day because

•7 -

turkeys, basically, are stupid
creatures and they do silly
things.
SILLY BIRDS
"When they're young, you
have to put a pen around the
stove to get them around the
heat and you have to let them
bump into feed everytime
they turn around so they will
eat," he said with a laugh.
Even when the turkeys
mature, they panic easily.
Outdoors, the birds get
frightened during storms or
when a plane flies over so they
pile on top of each other. The
same thing can happen in a
house.
"The other day, about 200
piled up in a house when the
machine was spreading litter," Arbogast said. "You get
in there and throw every
which way you can, but
there's still a slug of 'em dead
when you hit the bottom. They
smother
under
there.'
Arbogast has to clear out
the 25 to 30 turkeys that die
each day because of such
incidents or from disease. He
also has to keep an eye on the
gobblers because they tend to
peck each other.
''Turkeys have a social
order. The strong ones will
weed out the weak ones and
peck their heads and backs,"
be said. "I guess they go by
survival of the fittest. You've
gotta be tough to be a turkey."
Arbogast
keeps
the
"pecked" turkeys together
because they won't bother
etrcn ouier.
TO THE MARKET...
Barring disease and social
disorders, Arbogast keeps
most of Tom turkeys 21 weeks
and his hens 17 weeks. Some
breeder hens are kept for two
to five years and their eggs
are taken to a local hatchery
to be hatched.
But all other turkeys hit the
market at an early age. The
market for turkeys flunctuates each year, but this year
seems to be a good one, Arbogast said.
"It used to cost me 20 cents
a pound to produce a turkey;
now it costs 35 cents. I'm
breaking even," he said.
Arbogast's Toms bring 45
cents a pound, while hens
bring 50 cents.
Last Thursday, 10,000 to
12,000 turkeys left Arbogast's
farm for their inevitable fate.
Some younger Toms are now
maturing in one of the farm's
huge houses. And next month,
another group will be shipped
in from Canada. But they're
all
beaded
for
same
destination—someone's
dining room table.
The turkey may be tough
but even he can't win all the
time.

MOST TURKEY FARMING has moved indoors during the past
M years but Mike Arbogast, left, of Lacy Springs still raises 25
percent of hit birds "on the range." The remainder of his flocks,
however, mature in the artificial environment of turkey houses.
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NEED EXTRA MONEY ?
Temporary Jobs

it Guthrie
(Continued from Page 11)
"Revolution." The Michael
Guthrie Band clearly showed
that such timely pieces can be
more than just resurrected
from the dusty achives of the
British rock invasion—in fact,
this surging trio injected new
life into the very rock which
pioneered all that followed in
its wake.
Thursday night's crowd
reacted to this rock arena with
gut-level excitement. By the
end of the third exhaustive
set, they were standing on
their feet chanting for more.
Michael Guthrie remarked to
them, "Students have turned
into a J»r *~ ^ "-"in^ madmen!"
"We don't have no trouble
playing in the Wa vein,''
bassist Mike McNally explained. "We are it"
Having formed in Gemmany in late '64, the band's
present musical impetus
becomes clear. "In those
early years, we were just
fooling around trying to figure
out what was going on with the
instrument. We didn't know,
hardly anyone else did
either," McNally added.
The Guthrie musicians were
in their early teens at the
time. "The guitar was just
coming of age then," be
reflected. "It was a good time
to start."
IN DESCRIBING a time
when Page and Beck were still
in the shadows, Michael
Guthrie described the musical
experiments, as emphasizing
"originality and energy. .
.This was the order of the
day," be continued. "It was
very hopped-up, it was the
rise of the youth culture as we
know it today.
"In the musicof >"
rhr
\r%" Guthrie W.-Dands
were recording songs they
were really into, that crowds
would go wild over—it wasn't
something
that
was
precakulated." In describing
contemporaray rock music
Guthrie explains, "current
bands-they buy hits-their
management is able to put out
two million dollars in promo
and then its a hit. It doesn't
matter if it's just a record of
them playing a guitar upside
down—it
really
doesn't
matter."

For Michael Guthrie it does
matter.
The band played many
original songs which reflected
the raw aggressiveness of the
era, yet vocally hinted at the
addictive qualities peculiar to
this brand of music.
Back an the streets boy,
Got nothing to eat boy,
Yoa got a rock 'n' roll song
In your head.
All night and day.

The band members have
promoted
this
spirit
throughout their careerhaving been raised in the
genesis of rock, they intend to
preserve it "I look to the past
for my inspiration," McNally
said.
The group has released an
LP and plans to record
another next year between
many road trips. The name of
the game is "fun," and for
Michael Guthrie Band, this
means rock.

©

70 S. High St
Harrisonburg
Va.
433-8006
Joan
MANPOWER* Chamblin
KMPOHWi siRvces

Get a demonstration today at:
26 Pleasant Hill Road
Harrisonburg , Va. 22801
703-4344722
• Friendly Service
- * Financing Available

Believable
sound.Believable
price.
The
M&K SateRite-Volkswoofer
System

Automatically Bi-Amplified
Includes its own built-in 60 watt servo-feedback subwoofer amp

Why Punt
When You
Could Score?
Makiag decisions about
insurance
without
assessing
coverages
and costs Is like punting
on third down.
The
Barley Showalter In
surance Agcpcy can
bete yoa evaluate your
options when yoa face a
critical
insurance
decision
for
your
business or home, your
auto or life. Let them
offer you some new
options today.

The new M&K Satellite! speakers together with the M&K internally amplified servo-feedback subwoofer.
called the Volkswoofer. makes a total speaker system of remarkable performance - at a remarkable price
Because It's automatically bi-amplified. you get audiophile sound reproduction with very high sound
power levels and exceptional dynamic range With special group-delay alignment for the dnvers antl
crossover networks the system provides both sharp, clean, well-imaged sound and high efficiency The
system can be driven with relatively small receivers or with the very powerful high quality audio amplitiers
currently available There's nothing more to buy to attach to your amplifier
'
Compare the sound quality, features and price of any speaker system in any price range You II find thai
the Satellite-Volkswoofer system offers superb performance and tremendous value.

HARLEY SHOWALTER
INSURACE AGENCY
S3 Kenmore Street
Harrisonburg, VA
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BILLBOARD

UNIVERSITY
PROGMM
BCHRD

WILL SMITH

JAMES DICKEY
AUTHOR OF

Singer-

Deliverance

Songwriter

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 28

G/S Theatre

*be «eenter^ttlc

8:00
Admission is FREE

8:30 pm

&

m

^°

Char,ottesvi

»e

Admission is $1.00

Where does the camping trip end...
and the nightmare begin...?

* Fort Lauderdale ¥
for Springbreak '80
$40 Deposit is due Dec. 5
Add $10 to total If sign-up after 12/5

* JOHN BOORMAN FILM Staffing

JON VOIGHT BUKT REYNOLDS

Co-Slarnng NED BEATTY ■ RONNY COX ■ Screenplay by James Dckey .
Produced and Orected by Jonn Boofman PANAVISION• IfcCHNiCOLOR-*
Ffom Warner BfOS A Warnet Commun-waum:, ,.i »npd"y
nmncrto

m

Tues. and Jhurs.
Nov 27 and 29
7:30 and 10:00

4 Parties, Food Specials,
Cruise Included
Space is limited, so don't delay.
Three packages are available,
so there is a choice!

COMING HOME
November 30, Decl
7:30 and 10:00

Get more info in the UPB Office

• Flight, Hotel, Car Included •
A, v

-* ' * ^:M:»V.:U:^»:M«:'»:O:»A':M>V»%Jj»''*
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E. Kent, wins JMU Tournament
Colonels drop JMU
in final game, 55-48
By DENNIS SMITH
Jl Eastern Kentucky University women's basketball
team took the lead five minutes into the second half of
the James Madison University Tip Off Tournament
final and never trailed again Saturday night to beat
fVip Duchesses 55*48
The Duchesses rallied to beat West Virginia, 69-61.
and the Colonels beat North Carolina, 62-59, in the
opening round of the tourney. The Tar Heels
dominated the Mountaineers, 95-56, in the consulation
game for third place.
EKU's Sandy Grieb was named the tournament's
most valuable player. She joined teammate Sandra
Mukes on the all-tournament team, while the
Duchesses's Kathy Railey and Anne Sonoga also
placed on the team. North Carolina's Bernie
McGlade completed the team.
Rita Taylor hit a jumper with 15:02 remaining in
the game to give the Colonels their first lead of the
game, 27-25. A minute later, Sonoga tied the score at
27-27.
After three more ties. EKU's Loretta Coughlin hit a
jumper to put the Colonels in front for good, 37-35 with
9:24 left.
* , .
Sue Carroll hit a jumper and Taylor struck again to
expand the margin to six points.
Ptioto by Glno Ml

JML'S ANNE SONOGA goes for a steal against
West Virginia's Cindy Winegar in the Ducbesses's
opening-round JMU Tip-Off Tournament win over

the Mountaineers, 69-61 Friday night. Sonoga was
named to the all-tourney team along with teammate
Kathy Railey.

Railey and Sonoga named
to all-tournament team

9

Navy 'dominates JMU
in ECAC soccer playoff
'We didn't play well to be honest.'
By DAVID PARKER
"Navy dominated the game.
They took more shots and they
outplayed us. We had our
opportunities but we didn't
score. We didn't play our
best"
Midfielder Jeff Hill spoke
quietly as he described
Saturday's match against the
Naval Academy in which
Navy won 1-0, at Navy. His
teammates could only agree
with him.
Navy's
Dwight
Diorio
rebounded a shot that
carromed off the Dukes'
goalie Jim Edwards, and fired
the game only goal into an
open net from five yards out
with 1:12 gone in the second
half.
The win put Navy at 10-2-4
for the season, while JMU
completed the season with an
8-8 record.
Given the East Coast
Athletic Conference bid, the
Dukes could not pull through
with the much needed victory
that would have sent them to
the finals of the ECAC tournament.
Most of the statistics read in
JMU's favor. The Dukes
outftot Navy Jfi»i5 APA JMU's.
Edwards had seven saves to

just one for the Navy goalie
Greg Denkler.
But, JMU seemed to be
beaten for every loose ball,
and the hustling Navy squad
controlled the tempo most of
the game.
Most of the Dukes agreed
that they couldn't get their
game together the entire ball
game.
"EVERY TOURNAMENT
that we have ever been in we
have been outclassed. It's just
survival, that's all it is."

'It's just survival
that's all it is.'
The Dukes indeed could not
score a goal and missed opportunity after opportunity.
Breakaways were missed and
open shots were sent wide or
high. The only close shot was
an attempt from Bob Apt that
hit the post.
Jeff Hill summed it up best,
"We had our chances. We
didn't play well and to be
., booe^toy^rawftduij ,We
lost to a better team/'

commented Captain Mark
Bost. "We'd have to play our
very best to be with these
teams. We just can't compete
with the scholarship teams."
Senior . Midfielder Eric
Johnson agreed with his
teammates. "Navy played
better as a team. They won
every 50-50 ball. They played
with more intensity and they
really wanted to win."
Asked to describe what the
downfall of the Dukes was,
Johnson continued, "Playing .
a strict man to man defense
hindered us on offense. The
offensive performances were
definitely stalled because
everyone was so concerned
with defense that when we got
the ball on offense all we could
do was worry about the man
we were marking."
CAPTAIN MARK BOST
shared Johnson's sentiments
when he pointed out, "A
Madison soccer team has
never won the big playoff
games. We get there on guts
but we can't beat the talented
teams. You can only be lucky
for so long
"They deserved to win.
There was no way that we
. sboukLbaye..Wej^t^ouJdnX,.,.,
score a Roal

THE DUCHESSES CHALLENGED the Colonels
two minutes later by cutting the lead to two points on
a basket and two free throws from Karen Turner and
a jumper by Railey. But, EKU fourght back and
reeled off three consecutive baskets to open an eightpoint margin.
JMU never seriously threaten again.
JMU took a slight advantage in the first half,
holding leads of six to two points from the outset.
Only twice did the Colonels take the lead, both times
by two points. The Duchesses led at halftime 21-17.
The Duchesses outshot the Colonels from the floor
31 to 25.9 percent in the first half. But, Eastern
Kentucky had no trouble gaining the lead behind a
blazing offense that hit 51.4 percent on 19 of 37 shots
during the second half.
Grieb was the top score for the Colonels with 14
points on seven of 14 shots from the floor. Mukes and
Carroll added eight each for EKU.
Sonoga topped the Duchesses's scorers with 20
points on nine of 15 from the floor and two for two
from the charity stripe. Railey also hit for 11. But
only two other players scored for JMU.
THE DUCHESSES rallied from a 10-point deficit in
second-half Friday night to defeat West Virginia, 6961, in the opening round.
JMU trailed. 43-33, with 14:04 left but outscored the
Mountaineers, 18-2, in the next seven minutes to take
a 51-45 lead. Cathy Railey s 10 points during sparked
the comeback.
West Virginia got no closer than eight points the
rest of the way.
Railey finished with 27 points on 12 of 16 shooting
from the floor and three of four from the free throw
line. She also had eight rebounds.
Sonoga added 16 points and Cathy Hanrahan had 12
for JMU. Hanrahan led the Duchesses in rebounding
with 10 and in assists with seven
The game was close for the first 15 minutes before
West Virginia took a seven-point halftime lead The
Montaineers continued dominating play in the second
half until the Duchesses' rally
Cathy Parson scored 15 points for West Virginia,
who plays North Carolina in the tournament's consolation game at 7:30
Cindy Winegar and Janis Drummonds each had 12
flints and Betsy ShaW collected M>; rebounds ferfnhrf
ountaineers.
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JMU hosts successful takedown tournament
Eleven teams participated in four*ring wrestling circus
By RICH AMACHER
Godwin Hall became the site of a
four-ring circus.
Eleven teams participated in the
Second Annual James Madison
University Wrestling Takedowm
Tournament, including American,
George Washington,
Richmond,
Virginia, Virginia Military and James
Madsion University.
Scoring in a takedown tournament
is different from regular wrestling.
There is no mat wrestling and team
scoring is not kept Points are
awarded only for takedowns, near
falls and penalties. The primary
function of a tournament like this is to
provide experience and work on
fundamentals.
Over 225 matches took place and
things got confusing at times, but
JMU wrestling coach Dick Besnier
viewed the tournament a success.
Besnier said all that all ten teams
asked to be invited back next year.
JMU entered 27 wrestlers, most of
them freshmen, and Besnier thought)
they all wrestled well.
"1 was pleased with everyone
especially die freshmen," Besnier
said. "I think they gained a lot of good
experience. I've been in mis business
a long time and one thing you can't
teach is experience''

Tony Gillespie lost to Towson State's
Slaughter, 4-2. Slaughter scored two
second period takedowns knock out
Gillespie for first-place honors.
"I thought everyone did real well,"
Besnier said. "Boyer and Bass turned
In outstanding Jobs. They've been
working really hard and putting In the
effort and it has paid off."
JMU has its biggest squad ever this
year consisting of 42 members. TUs
large number gives them greater
versatility and depth.
While mainly freshmen parated in the takedown tournament,
coact. Bob Harwipk took a
mixed squad of freshmen •"•*«.
veterans to Millersville, Pa. for the
Millersville State Invitational.
WHILE

THE

MILLERSVILLE

tournament gave the Dukes some
experience it could prove costly as
there were a number of injuries
sustained during the tournament.
Junior co-captain Scott Utegaard
was one of the few bright spots for the
Dukes. Utegaard placed second in the
167-pound class, but did not wrestle in
the final match because of injury.
Tim Noerr the sophmore co-captain
advanced to the semifinals in 177pound competition, but had to be
withheld from further action due to
injury.
Three freshmen got in some exueiience. Vick Bowman gained a
touth-place finish in the 158-pound
division. Randy Denbeigh won three
matches and lost a pair in 150-pound
competition and Danny Corbin

wrestling at 167-pound split four
decisions.
•
Millersville State won the tournament, with Rutgers finishing
second and William ft Mary placing
third. JMU finished sixth, three points
shy of a fifth place.
Coach Besnier thinks this years
team is the beat yet at JMU. He has
set a few goals he would like achieve
this year.
"I'd like to finish third in the state
tournament which is going to be held
here this year," Besnier said. "I
would also like to have someone
qualify for the NCAA national tournament."
The Dukes next match Is Dec. 1,
when they participate in the William
ft Mary invitational.

i was pleated with
everyone, especially
the freshmen.V
THE .DUKES PLACED
ten
wrestlers in nine weight classes and
seven of them weas^aahmen. w
Greg Schmidt was the iirsr^Jke to
place. Schmidt took second place in
the 118-pound class. He lost to Richmond's Russ Rainer, 12-0, in the
finals. The defending state-champion
Rainer received the tournaments
Outstanding Wrestler Award.
Besnier described Rainer as the
tournaments best wrestler. "I could
have told you before the tournament
he would win the outstanding award"
Besnier said. "He was head and
shoulders above everyone else in the
tournament."
Alex Boyer claimed first place
honors at 126-pound class by defeating
AU's Nunn, 2-0, in overtime on a near
faU.
In the 134-pound division. Gary
Curwin lost in the consolation finals to
GW's Ovlette, *6, to place fourth.
Sophmore Phil Case also took a fourth
when he lost to Lynchburg's Imbet 5-3
in 142-pound consolation finals.
The Dukes Mike Gallo lost to GW's
Corbett in the finals of the 158-pound
class. Corbett scored a takedown in
the second period to edge Gallo out of
first place 3-1.
Jim Kinter pulled off an upset
victory over AU s Watson to capture a
first-place medal in the 167-pound
division. Kinter, who saw leads of 7-1
and ll-« disappear, sqeaked out an 11-k)
triumph over Watson, who nearly
pinned Kinter in the finals seconds of
the second period.
JMU placed two wrestlers in the 177pound class. Mark Grenoble finished
second and Mike Surbaugh placed
fourth. Grenoble succombed to
Towson State's Curtain, MM), in the
final match. Curtain registered five
takedowns to gain first place honors.
ROUNDING OUT THE LIST of
freshmen that placed was Bob Bass.
Bass defeated VMI's Rice 8-0 using
four takedowns to win the 190-pound
consolation finals,
taithr heavyweight • finals- JMU's

Pfioto by BatMy Pffdut

Don Hopkins topi opponent in takedown tourney.
s:.

Men's swimming team

Dukes split matches
By DAVID TEEL
Two members of the James Madison
University men's swimming team established
school records Saturday, in the Dukes
trouncing University of North CarolinaGreensboro 79-32.
The win salvaged a split for the Dukes this
weekend, after the team lost tc Virginia
Commonwealth University, 71-58 Friday.
Swimming in an unofficial capacity in the
200-yard backstroke, freshman Steve Vahle
lowered the JMU standard to 2:02.759. Also,
Mike West broke his own record in the threemeter diving by accumulating 253.35 points.
These two performances aided the Dukes in
rebounding from Fridays' defeat to VCU. The
Rams were able to exploit the major weakness
in the JMU squad, a lack of depth, particularly
in the freestyle events.
With Jack Brooks battling a case of
mononucleosis and Kris Wilson out of school,
the Dukes are without two top performers of a
year ago. As a result, JMU managed only one
victory among the five freestyle events against
VCU.
"VCU has the best team in the state," said
JMU's Pete Laiti. "We Just didn't have the

A

_*_

depth to stay with them."
Winners for JMU in the losing cause included
Vahle in both the 100-yard freestyle (50.302)
and 200-yard individual medley (2:04.661). It
was the second consecutive meet that the
rookie standout has recorded two wins.
Other victors for JMU were Pete Laiti in the
200-yard breaststroke (2:18.007) and Loren
Couch in the 200-yard butterfly (2:06.8).
UNC-Greensboro was no match for the
Dukes Saturday as they powered to wins in 11
of 13 events. The two UNC-G victories came in
events where JMU had no official entry.
In addition to his record setting performance
from the three meter height. West also won the
one meter diving.
Also included m the Dukes victory barrage
were Chip Martin in the 100-yard freestyle
(11:43.12) and Pete Laiti in the 200-yard
freestyle (1:56.761).
The young nucleus of the Dukes squad
continued to swim well. Chris Laiti finished
first in the 200-yard individual medley
(2:09.477) and Vahle capped his day by winning the 50-yard freestyle (: 22.567).
The Dukes' record stands at 2-1 in the young
season.
'.'.'.-.I'I'IMVI
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JMU finishes fourth at Regional
William & Mary wins
Held tibckey Tourney
time, however, the Cavaliers
came out on top and in the
first round of strokes..
Virginia's top scorer Jackie
Campbell was the first to
score with only a minute left
in the first half. Campbell shot
from 16 yards out to give the
Cavaliers a one point advantage.
JMU'S top scorer, Erin
Marovelli, tied it up eight
minutes into the second half
after a corner. Neither team
managed to find the goal
again and regulation time tan
out with a one all score.
Double overtime proved to
be fruitless and so once more

By CATHY HANKS
A disappointed Duchesses's
field hockey team placed
fourth in the Region II
Division I Tournament this
weekend at Williamsburg.
A Virginia squad won the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics
for
Women's
championship, but it was
William & Mary and not the
first-seeded
JMU
team.
Defending champion Virginia
came in second and North
Carolina placed third.
Ironically neither nationally
ranked Virginia (14th) or
William and Mary (13th)
made the seedings due to

'Disappointed' Duchesses lose to
Virginia and North Carolina

Photo by OavM Johnten

Nancy Koury fight$ for ball in Duchetses's lo$s to Virginia.
■

wins. William and Mary
competed in the hostess' slot
as sixth seed and Virginia was
placed in an at-large berth
seeded fifth.
JMU had a bye in the first
round and later played
Virginia, who beat fourth-seed
Eastern
Kentucky.
The
Duchesses earlier defeated
Virginia for the
state
championship in a dramatic
game that went into double
'overtime and triple strokes.
ONCE AGAIN THE TWO
teams went into double
overtime and strokes. This

-

the Cavaliers
and the
Duchesses went into strokes to
decide the winner. Virginia's
Debbie Spillard and Julie
Wells were responsible for the
two goals that ended the game
3-1.Statistically JMU topped
the Cavaliers. The Duchesses
had 15 shots on goal and 12
corners to Virginia's 12 goal
snots and eight corners.
Duchesses's goalie Tare Kelly
had eight saves to Mimi
Begg's one.
VIRGINIA THEN PLAYED
William & Mary for the

championship, while JMU
battled second-seeded
North
.. . ■
•
.
Carolina for third place. The
Indians fought their way to the
M

...iigh the Duchesses put
forth
a . T_«
good ll_J
effortiL.the..U«B
Tar
•■ .«.
Heels controlled the entire
game.

clinch the win for the Tar
Heels
MAP
North
Carolina lead in the'
game statistics with 15

'Once again the two teams went into double overtime
and strokes ...this time Virginia came out on top/
top by defeating Clemson and
North Carolina.
JMU couldn't pull it
together after the Virginia
match, and were soundly
defeated by North Carolina, 3-

Lind Elgin put the first goal
in 12 minutes into the game
and North Carolina led at the
half 1-0. Ann Donio and Kim
Knickerbocker each scored
once in the second half to

goalahots and 19 corners. JMU
had nine shots on goal and 11
corners. Kelly was attributed
with eight saves while the Tar
Heels Mary Holzer had two.

*

Club sports

Racquetball organizing at JMU

* *

By DAVID PARKER
"I can take a good athlete and make him or her into
a good racquetball player."
With this theory in mind, Dr. David Hott, a
Management and Marketing teacher at JMU, intends
on bringing racquetball here as an NCAA recognized
sport
Hott brings some very impressive credentials to
the JMU racquetball program. He started the
racquetball club program at the University of
Arkansas as well as coaching the women's national
class B champion. As a player, he competed in the
Memphis area which is one of the nation's botspots
for racquetball.
The club program, now in its first year on a trial
basis, has been recognized as such, but must first be
established for over a year before the club can
receive any financial assistance from the school.
The club is open to anybody interested in Joining,
including faculty, graduate and undergraduate
students. At this time approximately thirty people
have signed up.
To gain a competing position on the club, against
other school clubs, that is, one merely challenges a
player above him on the interclub ladder. The top six
men and women compete, with six singles matches
and three doubles matches being played.
The number one player at this time is Bud Gray, a
teaching pro at the Shenandoah Valley Racquet Club.
Gray is expected to go to the nationals, and possibly
take home the B division championship.

, UTbe jirimajy-goal." said Hott, "is to generate

good racquetball play. I want to make racquetball

more popular than it is at this time."
The conference that Coach Hott has helped
organize consists of JMU, Virginia Tech, William and
Mary, Washington and Lee, and the University of
Virginia. Other schools such as Towson, Lynchburg
and Radford are expected to join later.

i can take a good athlete and
make him or her
into a good racquetball player/
Presently there will be an eight match schedule,
commencing in January, with the winner of a conference playoff advancing to the NCAA nationals.
The conference is receiving support from the Penn
company who are supplying them with racquetball
balls, rackets and most importantly, recognition.
Also backing the club is the American Racquetball
Association,. _(ARA) who is very anxious to see
racquetball become a recognized varsity sport!

Once educated about the game, a good athlete will
improve in a very short time," commented Hott on
the simplicity of braining an athlete. "Once a player
learns what to do, that he is to hit it two inches off the
ground instead of two feet, he can be a good player. A
good athlete has the ability, he just has to be
educated, and that what I am here for."
The main problem for the club at this time is finding court space. For practice, the team must sign
up and wait in the line like anybody else. With
recognition from the school, Hott is hoping that this
problem will be aleviated.
The club also practices at the Shenandoah Valley
Racquet Club at 7:00 in the morning. The team plays
doubles and talks racquetball, but no one practice
session is mandatory.
"A good attitude is needed, for this is a team,''
pointed out Coach Hott. "The ones who are serious
about the sport and show a working attitude are the
ones who will play "
A highlight of the coming season should be a
tournament sponsored by the Penn company. They
have offered to put up balls and prizes. A five dollar
entry fee guarantees each player two matches, new
balls for each match, officials and a six month
membership in the American Racquetball
Association.
All in all, the racquetball club led by Coach Hott
seems to be off to a fantastic start. With court time
and financial assistance, the only problems to
overcome, it shouldn't be long before racquetball is a
recognized club sport at James Madison, and
eventually "a~ varsity team competingln the NCAA.
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What
Do You
Want
From
College?

>>

,

Adventure?
Add It
To Your Schedule.
Try rappelling... descending a precipice by a rope
and the seat of your pants.
The fastest way down. Except for free fall.
Rappelling Is one part of
a challenging academic
and extracurricular program offered by Army
ROTC.
Army ROTC teaches professionally oriented students to lead people and to
direct equipment to achieve
specific objectives as an
Active or Reserve Officer.
^j. If you^re looking for the
oirai.o.,yo M leadership, in"
college and afterwards,
look into Army ROTC.

fc

\

,N

\ V
Wio* bv David JetMMn

MO and UVa. players battle.

* Tension
ARMY ROTC

(Continued from Page 1)
Lee Whitmore, also a
member of Kappa Sigma,
described the rally as an
opportunity
to
express
feelings, conceding mat the
crisis has "brought America
together."
"I agree with Nixon,"
Whitmore said, "I do not like
living in a slumbering giant."

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD
For More Information Contact:

Captain Don Henley
433-6355'
Godwin 331

"I'limiiiimiiiiMmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

anxiously await the outcome
of the Iranian crisis.
The concern was displayed
through banners on dorms and
chalked slogans on sidewalks.
Last week the concern could
even be felt in Gibbons Dining
Hall. The steamed eggs were
decorated with anti-Iranian
phrases.
^H
Apparently, people are just
as upset with actions by the U.
S. government as they are
with the Iranians.
One egg read, "Keep the
Shah! Deport Carter!"

THE SENTIMENTS expressed Wednesday night are
prominent across campus as
students hold "down with
Khomeini
parties"
and

MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMII
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Kegs available in

**»C

Budweiser.

BUSCH.

.Natural
"Holidays
were madefor
Mkhelok{
%1 ANMUS6H BUSCH. INC • ST. IOUIS • SINCE 18 •It,

RT 11 NORTH. P.O. BOX880 •
VERONA. VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE: (703) 2488131

JOHN

D.

MKHELOB.

Contact your
local retailer

BLAND CO., INC.

"Serving Valley Area Since 1949"
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Classifieds
For Sale
STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Discount on over 40 brands.
Pull warranty and free set-up
service. Call Bob 4488.
FOR SALE: 1976 Buick
Limited 4 .door hardtoploaded with extras. No longer
need-priced below book
value. For more details— call
434-1968 after 5:30 p.m.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING on
self-correcting
typewriter.
Pica or Elite. Reasonable
rates. Call Mary Lou Click,
8794952.
REFRIGERATOR
FOR
SALE: Excellent condition!!
Only 880. Buy it now. Call
Laurie
4994.

By Scott Worrier

Madisonman

SVT WHV WAS THE ATHLETIC
FACILITY" STARTED BEFORE
THE U8KARY
EXTFM
.. OH YCAH,
FORGOT,

THAT!* THC NEW IH0OCR
ATHLETIC FACILITY.'
ANt QoiJT CAU. ME uttox acw.

By Mark Legan

Wings

WANTED TYPING: tomtom jX"~*' TO SAW UtftA. id
essays, manuscripts, etc. if
W*s«»r<\>ro«o.--'SA* 7
per page. Call: 434-9614.
TYPING: Professional work.
New IBM equipment. Term
papers, thesis, resumes,
manuscripts, etc. Call 84 4347259, 43346W or 828-3891
TYPING SERVICE:
dissertations, theses, etc.
Over 10 years experience. 60

'-V

SEX: one male occupant
needed to assume my oncampus bousing contract for
Spring 1980. Room offers
beautiful second year dormitory living with air conditioning and single occupancy,
loft
included.
Serious inquiry only. 5897
Simms.
HARRISONBURG HYPNOSIS AND COUNSELING
CENTER ANNOUNCING: A
combined course in Scientific,
and self-hypnosis. Learn the.
art of Hypnosis, an excellent
tool for therapy in all the
Behavioral Sciences. You can
stop smoking, Improve your
retention and recall, lose
, weight, ■riMMfttan
willpower, ccnfwr'w—» «nd
tension. Self-hypnosis for Selfimprovement sessions are
$10.00 for about 46 minutes
workshop and groups 68.00.
For more information contact
Frederick B. Hall, Hypnotherapist. Home: 4334174;
Office: 4344232. 117 N. High
St. Suite C.

For Rent

FOR RENT: House at 1080
South
High
Street.
3
Bedrooms, kitchen, living
room,
dining
room,
1
bathroom, only 8173 a month
phis utilities. Call 434-8393.
FOR RENT NOW: Comeetery furnished room and
tcbenette. Near college.
Utilities included. Private
entrance. Male, non smoker.
No pets. Recommendations.
$130 per month Can 4344946.
VAN WANTED TO RENT: I
need a van for a day on FrL
Nov. 23 or Sat.. NOV. 24. Will
pay 825 plus full gas tank on
return. Must be able to carry a
7 foot box. Contact Dave at
8625, 8-5.
NEED SOMEONE TO
SHARE EXPENSES for a
ride to the Valley Mall. Call
Laura 4334176.

Lost

<>

LOST: To the person who
borrowed
the
wooden
backgammon board from
Huffman suite C304 last
Friday night, please return it.
It wasnandmadefor me by my
Grandfather who has recently
passed away. Reward offered.
PLEASE
Gall
-J9U-

vft'^e JOST eecri
Lia>T€Ml**& "*• AN
OF

fftes.CAmfcs-ntf

fbtmCAL Ai

By Matt Wagner

Our Hero

Roommates

By Tom Arvis

Viook AT THAT! K
ffiLR/MTf u/ewe
MS ro 6WGJH&K
A1/V0£ IT TO, '
mme o/v /? HOCK
me TOf>Jf/^
SHOUJ mey/nDZj
(HIK/N6 l$~

By Andy Black

Ermine
. &ECLM*C "W5 OIAPTE*OF THE
r4M10N^mONORAR\ PROCRASTIKIKTORS FRATERrtiTX HbW
OPD4 IK FDR£A...'

MOVt WE POT THIS MEETlhi6
OFF hMTIL NEXT WELEK-.

J

■.:..'..

*m

Bob F: Look for your full page
layout with photos in the next
issue. We didn't have room
this time because of the
wrestling tournament. Happy
turkey day. How about a photo
of the old tummy? It would be
cute, but could the campus
handle it?YOU KNOW WHO
TO THE GANG-sure have
missed all of you, and now is a
food time to say how thankful
am for every one of you.
Love to all, and can't wait to
see you-MM
'

Turkey
Personals
MY FAVORITE KAPPA SIG
BROTHER: Sure! You can
practice your CPR on me
anytime! Just give me a call!
YOUR COLD-ROOM(MATE).
LITTLE SISTER RENEE:
Thanks for the great pledge
party! Enjoy the last days of
your pledge period—you're
almost there! Love, YOUR
BIG SIS, HOPE
ATTENTION: A personality,
ego & pride have been lost If
found, return to Bob Friedman, President of the
Scrawgers Club, Box 1551.
Reward
is
offered.
COACH AND GRAPES: Have
a Happy Thanksgiving! How
was Fla? Did the cat behave?
We missed you and the cat.
THE RAISINS
HUFFMAN C302, MIKE,
PAUL:
Have
a
great
Thanksgiving! Eat as much
as you can, but remember the
weight check on Sunday
Night.
WHOELSE.
TO
THE
BREEZE
STAFFERS: Happy
Thanksgiving!! Won't it be
great not to worry about this
PAPER for a whole week!!
Enjoy!
Those
Terrific,
Wonderful,
Overworked, Underpaid Ads
People
CATHY, MY TELEPHONE
SWEETHEART: When do 1
get to see you? All those late
nights...now let's see the real
you HANGING ON THE
LINE
TO THE CURIO CRAZY
PEOPLE-was it worth it? You
bet it was!! Looks great and
we did it, can you believe it?
Now
we
really
have
something to be thankful for
over the break-we're done!!
ANIMALS & BAGS: How
about Gatsby's on Tuesday
nite? Should the famous KO
become a annual affair? That
remains to be seen. FRITZ
THE RIPPER

K.C.: From one big turkey to
an even bigger one. I hate to
be caught admitting it but, I
will miss you come January.
Wanna meet me in Paris? or
Rome? or. J
YOUNG WEB: Have a Happy
Thanksgiving.
TURKEY
NELSON
CUDDLES: Happy
Thanksgiving Foxy baby. I
can't wait to come up and see
you Friday. I LOVE YOUAlways. From your favorite
little
Turkey,
L.R.W.
REX: Have a happy
thanksgiving wherever you
go! SWIFTY,
DICKIE: I hope you and
Cuddles have a happy
Thanksgiving. Your favorite
Big
Brother
Turkey.
SGI: We've still got it, don't
we. Only 5 more semesters to
go. Have a great turkey
dinner and stay loyal. PRUE!
OLD C-WINGERS: I hope you
all have a great Thanksgiving.
Let's get together for a stottle
meeting sometime. Love ya,
THE
TOOTH
QUEEN.
HEY RON: want a shot of
Bacardi? My car won't start.
By the way, what's your last
name? Have a happy day, you
turkev! BECK
ZOO CREW: Everyone have a
terrific Thanksgiving and
bring back lots of leftovers!
SAN
Julie: Last year at this time
I'd probably never would have
said it either: but I'll be sorry
to see you go. Hope you have a
good time in London, but don't
forget us, we won't forget
you.KC.
HEY JMU: Tire of Khomeni.
Show it. Put an anti-Ayatollah
sign on your car while going
home Thanksgiving. Really,
give thanks. Signed CAPT.
AMERICA

SWING, Amyou.sure3.KID.:. J&L.2SHBL»****

CATHY * LUCINDA: Watch
out for those HIGH bunkbeds
and falling objects!
Candlelight and pizza, disappearing objects AND sisters,
cartoons and bagels, & arp!arp! Thanks for a wild and
crazy weekend. Let's make a
book. Love Cindy and Kelly
Dave Martin:You are the
biggest turkey on campus and
by the way, when do I get my
color TV in my dorm room?
And lets not forget about my
job with COORS!
LA MORT DU DINDON: Le
dindon a vu la hache et il a su.
Chateaudindon et coq au
vigny.
DAVID VINCENT EDGE
(FANATICAL BAPTIST) :Yes, I know you go to
GMU. But you're here in my
thoughts and I love you.
Turkey. FEMINIST B
ED-I need a hug. Love and
kisses, you turkey!
BOWSER BABY Have a great
turkey day, dont type too
much. AUNT FRITZIE.
GUESS WHO: I hope your
parents aren't mad. I had a
terrific time at the banquet.
Thanksgiving should be fun.
WIZARD
HEY JMU: Tired of Khomeni
Show it Put an anti-Ayatollah
sign onyour car while going
home Thanksgiving. Really,
give thanks. Signed Capt,
^America.

TO
MY
FAVORITE
TURKEY: I'd like to ruffle
your feathers, or you mine.
Much Love!
MARCUS BESTEST
FRIENDED: Well, you're MY
favorite turkey and I think
W&M agrees (even if she
won't admit it.) And a cute
bod too. KB
CHILDREN
OF
THE
RASTAMAN: Unite! Send
name and PO Box Number to
PO
Box
3718.
An
organizational meeting will be
held for all interested in
smoking spliffs and using
the Jamacian pipe.
JULIE: Is glad tat yousa goin
away. Love Black English
OKAY: so you don't like me
anymore roomie. If you don't
start spending the night with
me more, I'll really get hurt.
Of course, if you make me
another carrot cake, I'll love
you forever. Have a happy
Turkey Day.
Huffman C201:
Happy
Thanksgiving. Who is buying
my Christmas present, I'm
dying of curiosity!
MADISONMAN-Are we ever
going on a date? Please walk
me home tonight, the giant
turkey may get me if you don't
Happy Thanksgiving ME.
TO THE KISSING ROCK
GALS: and the teary-eyed
sophisticated one—had run,
but don't know if I'd ever kiss
by that rock again, and I was
downhill. "Be obnoxious..rah
rah." Thanx for letting me go
"on the prowl" with ya'll. M
TO A SPECIAL OFFCAMPUS ARIES: HOWS
apartment living? How about
some chemistry' at your
place
sometime?
Happy
Turkey Day! SAGITTARIUS
18.

ANGLE HEAD: Let's go
camping again soon, okay?
Maybe next time we'll even
have a tent! Hope your
Turkey Day is great—I'll miss
ya.
NODULE
NOSE
WIZARD: Hopefully I'll be
there in person to wish you a
Happy Thanksgiving. No
matter who wins.-XQU'RE
my favorite turkey! I'm going
to hold you to that promise.
You don't have to be rich.. .not
yet anyway! GUESS WHO.
GARY KELMAN Can you
handle the Blue Nun?
TO THE CHUMPS IN
DINGLEDINE:Thanks
for
everything. Thanksgiving is
really your day because all of
you are a bunch of turkeys
anyway. Miss Nose for News
DENNIS:You owe me one,
despite the fact that it is not in
writing this time. Have a good
Thanksgiving YOU KNOW
WHO
BIG AL.Keep in mind that
you are a minority...By the
way, What ever happened to
the SATA Foundation? Happy
Thanksgiving D.F.
PHOEF SUTTON is NOT God,
contrary to any suspicions you
folks mighta had concerning
the guy.
BUT he comes dangerously
close, so keep an eye out.
New Brothers: Well you
made it into the fraternity,
and were very glad to have
you. Hope you're as happy as
we are to have you. The
Brother of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Chuck: It was a tough road,
but you got into the fraternity.
Glad to have you. Maybe now
you'll see what everything
was about, and I'm sure you'll
understand. Dennis.

Turkey of the Year

SP0TSWO0D:What
happened to your parties? Your
dorm is losing it's reputation.
Will DEBRIS ever play
again? Have Music Majors
taken over? Are any HEADS
left in the dorm? The woods is
no longer the MECCA of drugs
at JMU. TOO BAD.

c*'\

DEATH TO THE
AMERICANS IN IRAAUnd—4^
death to USA imperialism,
Babylon shall be burned like
an oven!
WILD ONES:Have a great
turkey day...but don't over
indulge. How about a KO for
the road? See ya all Tuesday
nite. The BLUE NUN.
BETINA: You are my
favorite turkey. You are the
best looking beat around. I'm
sure your strings will be like
honey tonight. Love, THE
STREAK
BOB FRIEDMAN: We think
you are great! Linda, Diane,
Cindy, Kelly, Kathy, and
Jennifer.
JULE-How can it be 4 am
already, the place closed at
3!!!
Let's go try on
dresses...no, let's not because
it really won't happen in a
year. Next time you get to be
the one in white. By the way,
how's Dukes? We wouldn't
know! Can't wait to get craxy
over Turkey break. And you
know, you really are a turkey.
HOUDINM still love you and
I will never forget the sweet
times we had. LOVE-A
Friend. '

»■:-

Photo by David

DAVE MARTIN, Student Government Association
President, won the popularity contest of Turkey of the
Year with 110 votes. He barely beat six contenders
in a close race.
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Viewpoint

Iranian crisu
'At this point, it's so easy

Deportation
unconstitutional
■ «-

M"V

Their counterparts in Iran are holding 62 Americans hostage
for a man dying of cancer to stand trial and face certain
execution.
Here, they demonstrate in support of their brothers back home,
making such statements as "We want your technology but not
your culture. We hate the U.S. government because of its efforts
to control events in the rest of the world."
It is easy to despise every one of the 50,000 Iranian students now
in the U.S. They are violating our hospitality and are no longer
welcomed guests. They support the barbarous actions and
ideology of the student terrorists and the fanatical AyatoUah
Khomeini. Why don't we just deport them all: America, love it or
leave it.
Why not? Precisely because this is the United States and not
Iran.
President Carter's recent order to deport all Iranians who have
violated their student visas not only makes the students
scapegoats for enhancing presidential image, but it is also unconstitutional.
This may be an unpopular position, but so was opposition to
McCarthyism in the 1960's and denunciation of the Japanese
concentration camps in California during World War II.
And these situations are analogous: at the time they were
popularly supported by short-sighted emotional appeal, however
now they are black marks on the American conscience.
The order, which has no peacetime precedent in US history, is
a dangerous first step to destruction of basic constitutional ideals.
It clearly violates equal protection of the laws and harasses a
specific ethnic group. No other foreign student visas are being
checked, even though it is estimated that 45 percent of all foreign
students from every country are technically "illegal aliens."
Even worse, some of the first students being questioned were
asked "whether they supported the U.S government or had ever
participated in anti-American demonstrations." Echoes of McCarthyism and a violation of primary constitutional rights.
Granted no one fikes what the Iranians are saying when they
demonstrate, but this is a fundamental freed*. >~. arhich the U.S.
prides itself: the right of minorities to hold and express their own
beliefs, whether the majority likes it or not This same principle
protects the Neo-Nazis, communist groups, and Klu Klux Klan. It
has also established religious freedom and fostered Civil rights.
The right is so fundamental that it can never be ignored for
expediency. Carter's order does this, and the State Department
proved it by saying the deportation was "In response to the international crisis created by the unlawful detainment of
American citizens in the American Embassy in Tehran." In other
words, Iran must bo punished, and if a few rights are trampled
along the way, who cares; you have to get tough with these
crazies.
Okay. The U.S. should get tough, but not crazy. Using the
Iranian students as scapegoats for punishing Iran so that Jimmy
Carter can look like a strong leader is crazy. It doesn't help the
situation. It's sinking to their level of subverting long valued laws
and rights for selfish situational gains.
If we drop our fundamental principles of freedom of speech and
thought and protection of minorities so quickly at the first sign of
trouble, then they can't be very basic nor very important rights.
We should handle the situation with the pride and integrity of
true Americans.
As Rudyard Kipling would say: "If you can keep your head
while those about you are losing theirs, then you are a man, my
son.

KDITOK Theresa Beale
MANAGING KDITOK Maureen Riley
Bl'SINKSS MANAGER
Russell Fleetwood
The Breeze <s published every Tuesday and Friday except
where otherwise noted
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeze. Wine
Price Building, James Madison University. Harriscmburg.
Virginia ??807
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be
directed to Theresa Beale. editor of The Breeze
.'I'I.'I
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to just say to hell
with it and not give
that last final
much thought,9

Final exams

More time to study or extend
exam period to seven days
By KEVIN MILLER
I hate to bring it up, but final exams are less
than three weeks away.
As people pack up their bags and head home
for Thanksgiving they are grateful for the
much needed break. But deep in the back of
their minds is the fear of coming back. The last
two weeks of a semester ana the immenent
final exams are always the toughest weeks in
anyone's schedule. Forgotten tests and catchup assignments are given by some instructors
during the last two weeks. Students often find
that they have Just one week left to research
and compose that term paper that we?
assigned at the beginning of the semester. In
any case; the last weeks are not relaxed ones
for most students.

Just say "to hell with it" and not give that Last
final much thought
This situation can be eased by simply
altering the final exam schedule. There are
two solutions that could be easily instituted at
James Madison University. Either more time
should be allowed between the end of classes
and the beginning of exams so students can
more adequately prepare, or the exam period
should be spread out so a person's chances of
having multiple exams in one day are
minimized
Extending the pre-exam studv period from
^—* •rjrdays will enable a student to have
twice as much time to prepare. At JMU, the
Saturday before exams is "reading day." How
kind. Most students seem to take for granted

'At the University of Virginia, exams begin on Saturday
and run through the following Saturday,
without any on Sunday*
Consequently, by the end of scheduled
classes, most students are mentally drained
and certainly unprepared for the week of final
exams that is just two days away. It's futile to
spend the weekend before finals pulling allnighters and craming for comprehensive
exams because there isn't enough time to
prepare for them. Instead, the finals schedule
should be altered to provide either more than
Just two days for final exam preparation, or
extend the period.
Finals week is a challenge to almost anyone
merely because of its nature. Four to six tests
in a given week is dreadful for anyone. Compound that with the fact that these finals are
often comprehensive—thus harder—and finals
week becomes even more difficult. Because
these tests usually account for a large percentage of a person's final grade, the pressure
is magnified making the week physically and
mentally exhausting.
it is not uncommon to have two, or even
three exams in one day. Studying equally for
these becomes practically impossible. Often, a
person is not prepared for the second or third
test and consequently doesn't perform well.
For those of us who have lived through finals,
the expressions "burnt out" adequately
describes the feeling one has walking into the
last of their finals. At that point, it's so easy to

the fact they will read that day, even before
they see the suggestion on the final exam
scedule. By altering the schedule slightly, four
days of preparation can be managed. If classes
were to end on Wednesday, the student would
have Thursday through Sunday to study. Most
professors use the last day of classes for
evaluation time, which could easily be done at
the end of the previous class period
Another alternative is to spread out finals
week. At the University of Virginia, exams
begin on Saturday and run through the
following Saturday, without any scheduled on
Sunday. Classes end on Wednesday and
students have two days before their first exam.
Sunday is another day of studying, then exams
begin again on Monday, If a similar schedule
was adopted at JMU. students would have SO
percent more time to prepare, and 40 percent
more time to take exams. The chances of
having multiple exam days would thus be
reduced allowing a student to further prepare
for all of their finals.
If students like the idea of having a better
chance to prepare for exams then they should
voice their opinions to the Student Government
Association. It is frustrating to have such a
large percentage of a final grade hinge on final
exams. Nevertheless, it's essential that we be
givetrthe chance ttfdo the best wepossibty can
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ERA: fears are based on myth
To the editor:
If the recent viewpoints
concerning the Equal Rights
Amendment were just personal opinions, then this letter
would
be
unnecessary.
However, the YAF and the
Republican viewpoints contained many false conceptions
and lies presented as facts. I
am sure there were no
malicious
or
deceptive
motives guiding the authors.
They, like many other men
and women, have been
misinformed, frightened and,
perhaps, threatened by a
clear statement of equality.
When the opponents of the
ERA respond emotionally, the
interpretations
and
implications
drift
beyond
rationale. The Equal Rights
Amendment holds many
specific anchors of truth
which can not and must not be
ignored. I will only address
the false assertions stated
within the two viewpoints.
The fourteenth amendment,
as well as the rest of the
Constitution,
does
not
guarantee women equality
under the law. If it did, the
Supreme Court would actively
and consistently prohibit
sexual discrimination.
Presently they do not and
have stated they will not do so
without the ERA.
The ERA will not magically
transform our population into
unisex beings. It is almost
humorous to think sexual
differences will be ignored.
Rules and laws will not ignore
differences—they will apply to
all citizens, regardless of sex.
Any laws favoring one sex will
have to favor the other. The
EiJAvc" - <-« us all legally
as individuals, not as male or
female.
Women can not lose any
protection under the ERA in
the area of rape laws. The
ERA does not apply to rape
laws specifically yet it would
provide the victims with
fairer judicial treatment.
Presently, many states will
allow evidence to include the
victim's past sexual hisory

and some states require
"corroborating
evidence"
illustrating the assault was
done without her consent.
Such measures are not
necessary in prosecuting
comparable acts of violence.
The ERA will annul judicial
double
standards
while
restoring the original intent of
protection to the laws.
As for combat assignments,
military duties and the draft
are mandated by the Congress
and retain individual selection
qualities. No man or woman
would be placed in situations
unsuitable to their physical
capabilities. No man or
woman would be pulled from
dependencies. In short, the
male—female roles in armed
services would be dependent
upon Congressionauy approved measures of competency which would allow all
physical and mental abilities
to be utilized fully in times of
war.
Transferring power from
states to the federal government is not included in the
Equal Rights Amendment's
section 2. The wording is
taken from Section 5 of the

fourteenth amendment and
similar provisions are within
the thirteenth,
fifteenth,
nineteenth,
twenty-third,
twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth
amendments. Quite simply,
section 2 provides Congress
with the customary power of
authority. No state rights
suffer and an enforcement
clause must be added onto an
amendment such as the ERA
to complete its constitutional
worth.
The
examinations
and
decisions made about the
Equal Rights Amendment can
not be governed by fear
responses, flimsy warnings
and
fabricated
sensationalism. The ERA contains the legal power to finally
bestow equality under the law
to all United States citizens.
Misguided emotions provide
the ERA with any other allinclusive powers. Enough
time, imagination and hot air
havebeenput into deforming
the ERA. The issue is equality
and none of us can personally
or nationally afford to let it
slip away.
Suzanne McMullen

The meaning of worship?
To the editor:
The Nov. 9 issue of The
Breeze contained what had to
be the most inane editorial
response in a long time. Let us
all try to be iust as pointless
and downright sheepish as
Barbara Conner.
Let me point out the dictionary definition of the word
•Worship": 1.) To pay divine
"honors to: to adore; venerate.
2.) To idolize. As far as I
know, on this planet and in
this country, the Christian
God does not have the
monopoly on that word.
Miss Conner may just be
attacking non-religious attitudes.
The
prevailing
philosophy today is "if it feels
good, do it." There is ob-

viously plenty of that going on.
But some of us who seek occasional dissipation can live
without being berated for it in
the campus paper.
Let me share with Miss
Conner a verse from the Bible
that was not drawn at random, as hers appeared to be.
Forgive me for not being
exact, but I recall some
Pharisee looking at the taxcollector in the temple and
proclaiming, "Thank the Lord
that I am not a sinful man, like
that publican!"
And I hope Miss Conner
recalls where the Pharisee's
places were in her favorite
eternal kingdom.
Carlos Casteus Jr.

Times for thanks
By DONNA SIZEMORE
It has been a long time since that first Thanksgiving.
The United States has become a free nation, survived a civil
war, two world wars and celebrated 200 years of prosperity and
progress.
On the very brink of another decade, many Thanksgivings
later, the future of our country looks bleak.
We are trapped by soaring inflation rates, dwindling energy
sources, and a fragmented political system.
Many people have lost faith in their country and in themselves.
Suicide is on the rise, especially among college students.
The pioneer spirit of the Pilgrims and the Indians that prevailed
on that first Thanksgiving has become the materialistic quest of
the 20th century.
The American family, the backbone of our country's pioneering
days, stands on the verge of extinction. In some cases, this is an
inevitable process because mothers have to work in order to
make ends meet. In other cases, it is a process of choice, indicative of the changing role of women in society.
Indians and Pilgrims came together in peace. Today nations
rant and rave with crys of war, the threat of nuclear destrution
always lurking in the shadows.
As this Thanksgiving approaches, what does America have to
be thankful for and what do her people have to celebrate?

There are things to be thankful for...
Americans live in the richest and most productive country in
the world, a country where personal freedom is still basically
protected. Our standard of living exceeds that of the majority of
nations in the world.
Inflation may cripple the high standard of life most Americans
now enjoy, but at least they nave access to food and clothing.
Consider Cambodia where innocent children watch their bodies
shrivel from hunger.
We live in a country where people can worship God as they
choose, if they choose to, and not have to fear that practicing their
beliefs could result in execution.
In many communist countries, open acknowledgment of faith is
forbidden.
People are still basically regarded as individuals in the United
States. In many countries, people are nobodies unless they can
benefit the government. They are expendable and those in power
never let them forget it.
Democracy may have serious flaws. At times our political
system may appear to be a total fiasco especially in the light of
the corruption of Watergate. However, at least citizens are given
the opportunity to take an active role in their government in the
form of voting.
We still live in a land of opportunity. It may not be the same
kind of luxury some people desire, but, nevertheless it is opportunity.
Many times people become so caught in life's web, they lose
sight of what really matters.
The Thanksgiving feast of the Indians and Pilgrims was a
simple celebration, giving thanks for simple blessings.
Maybe America's struggle to become great has caused her to
lose sight of simplicity.

For the records

By KEVIN CROWLEY
FACT: Some friends of
mine, had several records
ripped-off at a birthday party
they threw for their roommates a few weeks ago. The
thief returned the records
later by sending a note explaining that the albums could
be found in a locker at the
depict a major conspiracy. Anderson contends
Greyhound Bus Station The
the White House used the gas shortage to focus
albums were recovered.
the hostility of the American public towards
Riiiiinnngg.
Riiiiinnngg.
the OPEC nations rather than the U.S. oil
Riiiinn. ...
companies.
"Hello."
Who is really responsible for the gas shor"Listen carefully cause I'm
tages has become one of the great unsolved
only going to say this once.
I've got your albums safe and
mysteries.
Oil companies are so large and complex in
sound and if you cooperate
their business dealings that they have inthey can stay like that."
sulated themselves from investigation. Many
"Who is this?"
of the larger companies announced profits
"Never mind that, just
listen. If you ever want to near
exceeding 100 percent, but claim this profit
your records again, you'll
was not generated by sales to the American
deliver. . ."
pubic.
"Wait a minute. How do I
The wprst character display in the shortages
know you've really got my
however has not come from oil companies or
Washington. Americans have allowed themrecords?"
"Does Led Zeppelin II ring a
selves to be used twice in the same decade.
bell? Huh? How 'bout the
Each time the companies want to raise the
Beatles' Abbev Road?''"
price of gas, a shortage occurs. It is apparent
"I want to hear my recordthat everytime there is a shortage, there will
be a price increase, especially since the
s."
shortages are always temporary. Once prices
"What?"
"You heard me. I want to
are raised, the situation stablizes. And this
hear my records just to be
won't stop as long as Americans put up with
suc> fob^er>r7i ^""^'j *£ ,'7/s 'vM«v'.v> sure. »,rtU-,ri,, KIIUII

Where is the oil crisis now?
By LANCE ROBERTS
Last week. President Jimmy Carter told
Iran to take its oil and shove it. Although this
action came as little surprise to the American
public, something is missing: a gas shortage.
When the Khomeini regime began its
takeover earlier this year, oil imports were cut
off temporarily and the United States found
itself in a fuel crunch not experienced since the
middle of the decade. Now the U.S. has told the
Iranians that she does not want oil at the price
of world indignity.
But what happened to September's rumors
of a possible heating oil shortage that experts
say now may not materialize? Why hasn't the
immediate cutoff of oil from Iran had the same
devastating effect as the summer of 1979?
The Associated Press reported last week
Americans had curbed their gas consumption
by eight percent in October compared to the
same time a year ago. That eight percent also
made up for the cut in allocations gas stations
suffered last month compared to a year ago.
However, a recent Jack Anderson column
pinned the Diame on the Carter Administration. Anderson claims to have CIA
dooWB^i*^ rvWfe& ..Ho^raemps^,.
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"Okay pal, but if you try and
record this over the phone I'm
gonna start playing frisbee
with these babies. You bear?
Now listen, 'Hey, Hey, My,
My; Rock and roll will never
die; There's more to the
picture. . .' "
"Oh God! Neil Young.
Please, please don't hurt my
Neil Young album. I'll do
anything you want."
"Good. I knew you'd see it
my way. Now, I want ten
bucks per album and .. ."
"What? I only paid $7.98."
"Look buddy, you don't
seem to understand. I got a
nail in my hand and if you
don't shut-up and listen
there's gonna be vinyl
everywhere."
"Okay, okay, I'm sorry. Go
on."
"I want $130 in small bills,
placed in the trash can outside
of Luigi's number two in 40
minutes. Got that?"
"Alright. You win. I'll be
there."
"Just one more thing. Come
alone. If I see one disc-jockey,
I'm gonna start playing these
things on a turntable with no
needle—in alphabetical order."
Click.
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Iran threatens to try hostages for espionage
Carter warns banian leaden will be held accountable tor Americans' safety
By VANCE RICHARDSON
After ordering the release of
the blacks and women among
the 60 to 62 Americans being
held hostage in the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, Iran's
spiritual leader, the Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, met with
American newsmen Sunday
for the first time since the
embassy takeover Nov. 4.

News analysis
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In separate interviews with
the three major American
television networks, Khomeini
said the remainder of the
American hostages may be
tried for espionage. The
ayatollah refused to rule out
the death penalty for those
convicted of spying, NBC
News reported
Militants occupying the U.S.
Embassy said they were
following Khomeini's order to
investigate the embassy's
alleged espionage activities
and release those blacks and
women who weren't involved.
(CBS News reported early
Monday that the militants
released
13
American
hostages and placed them on a
flight to an unspecified
European destination.)
Unless the former shah of
Iran, who has been undergoing cancer therapy in a
New York hospital since Oct.
22, is returned to Iran, the
militants said they would try
the remaining hostages for
spying in the course of their
diplomatic duties in Iran.
THfc DIPLOMATS in any
country are supposed to dj>
diplomatic work, not perform
espionage, Khomeini told
ABC's Peter Jennings through
an interpreter. "If they
participate in espionage, they
are not diplomats," he added.
"As long as President
Carter does not respect international law, these spies

cannot
be
returned,"
Khomeini said. "The only
condition is to return the
shah...we have reduced our
demands." If the shah is
returned, the ayatollah said
the hostages would be
released as a "kind gesture on
our part"
Militant leaders holding the
U.S. Embassy have warned
that it would be worse than the
original offense of allowing
the shah into the United States
if he is permitted to go to some
other country. However, State
Department
spokesman
Hodding Carter said the U.S.
government will not extradite
the shah to Iran, and he is free
to go wherever he chooses
once his treatment for cancer
ends.
Both Mexico and Egypt
have said the shah is
welcome. ABC News reported
Sunday that the former
Iranian monarch is expected
to go to Egypt the first or
second week in December, but
Mexican newspapers said
Sunday that the shah is due in
Mexico City sometime next
week.
THE
CARTER
Administration has insisted it
will not pressure the shah to
leave the country, but expects
that he will soon do so on his
own.
"The United States of
America will not yield to international terrorism
or
blackmail," President Carter
said last week. "The Iranian
government and its leaders
are fully responsible for the
safety and well being of our
representatives in Iran, in
Tehran, and they will be held
accountable
for
that
responsibility." Carter said\
that Americans are angry, but
the situation in Iran calls for
patience and
measured,
deliberate action.
Actions taken so far by

Iranian crisis spurs
widespread reaction
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Carter include a cutoff of
spare parts for Iran's air
force, a freeze on most of the
Iranian government's funds in
U.S. banks, a self-imposed
embargo on oil imports from
Iran
and
deportation
proceedings against Iranian
students in this country
illegally.
Russell Long, chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee, wants Carter to cut off
all food sales and other trade
with Iran. Some officials
within the administration are
said to be pushing for a trade
embargo against Iran, but so
far, no decision has been
reached.
THE AMERICAN Farm
Bureau, the nation's largest
farm group, said it would
support an embargo on U.S.
food exports to Iran. U.S.
farm products represented
more than one-quarter of
Iran's agricultural imports
last year. More than $450
million a year in sales of
wheat, rice and other
agricultural products help
feed Iran's 35 million citizens.
Iran's foreign minister
warned that U.S. losses will
far outweigh Iran's if the
Carter Administration steps
up the economic war to free
the hostages. "There can be
no war without losses and
damage," Abolhassan Bani
Sadr said, "but the losses
suffered by the U.S. would be
many times more than
Iranrs."
• However, a new Library of
Congress study concludes that
Iran must increase, not cut
back on oil production in order
to maintain domestic stability
and popular support. The
study concludes that even a
belt-tightening Iranian budget
would require oil exports of 4.2
million barrels a day.
(Iranian leaders have vowed
to hold all exports—once as

high as 5 million barrels per
day—to between 2.5 million
and 3.5 million barrels a day.
WEST GERMANY has
publicly pledged not to buy
any excess Iranian oil freed
by the American boycott, and
France and Japan have
reportedly made the same
Eledge. Together with the
.S., the three countries
account for almost threequarters
of
the
nonCommunist world's total
demand for impoi ted oil.
Western nations aren't the*
only countries sympathetic to
the plight of America's
diplomatic
representatives
being held hostage in violation
of international law. The

Washington Post reported in
its Nov. 17 edition that there is
unanimous disapproval in the
United Nations concerning the
Iranian takeover of the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran.
"All of us have sympathy
for the U.S. in this caseperhaps for the first time,"
the ambassador from GuineaBissau is quoted as saying.
"We have only one thing in
our hands—the law," said an
African ambassador.
"Without the law, we have no
protection. Iran should see its
own interest in preserving this
principle. So we hope that
eventually this international
pressure will be felt," he said,
"because thur ■'
**--*■ »
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SPECTRUM
Comments on world issues

By VANCE RICHARDSON
As the occupation of the United States embassy by Iranian students in Tehran entered its
second week, tensions here and across the
nation continued to mount.
A protest rally was staged on James
Madison University's Greek Row Wednesday
by Kappa Sigma fraternity and a petition is
being circulated by the JMU chapter of the
Young Americans for Freedom (YAF). Signs
denouncing the Ayatollah Khomeini and the
Iranian militants holding American hostages
in Tehran have appeared in dormitory windows around campus.
At Old Dominion University a rally attracted
more than 500 students who cheered as a large
banner depicting the Iranian flag burned and
fell to the ground. With fists raised in the air,
the students chanted, "Let our people go, let
our people go."
ACCORDING TO Associated Press reports,
theODU students listened to speeches, chanted
slogans against Iran and Khomeini, waved
American flags and sang the National Anthem.
The demonstration was organized by
Students Against Ayatollah Khomeini's Iran
(SAAKI). The group held its first meeting
Tuesday and received final official recognition
from the university Thursday afternoon, three
hours after its demonstration.
Jimmy Ward, organizer for SAAKI, said his
group has gathered more than 500 signatures
on petitions supporting any and all efforts by
the U.S. government to secure the release of
American citizens with the exception of submission to Iranian terrorist demands.
He said the petitions will be sent to 2nd
District Rep. G. William Whitehurst and
possibly to President Carter and the Iranian
Embassy in Washington.
THE one RALLY was one of several across

Virginia campuses. There were protest rallies
at Virginia Tech and the University of Richmond in addition to the impromtu protest held
here.
The Associated Press reported Sunday
numerous nationwide reactions to the situation
in Iran:
FBI agents and Tennessee officials searched
last week for a man who told a Nashville
television station his organization might
kidnap and possibly execute Iranians unless
the siege at the U.S. embassy in Tehran ends.
In Chicago, a man telephoned newspapers
and television stations to claim an Iranian
student group was responsible for a bomb that
exploded aboard an American Airlines flight
from Chicago. No one was injured in the explosion Thursday and the plane landed safely
m Washington, DC.
Iranian officials closed their Houston consulate, saying police refused to provide
protection during recent demonstrations.
Police denied the allegations.
A PALESTINIAN student at California's
Sacremento State University said two friends
were hit with broken bottles by students who
thought they were Iranians. Any student with
dark hair and a mustache is subject to attack,
said Yousef Ishmial
An Iranian student in Denver was charged
with first degree murder, two counts of attempted murder and several assault charges
in the shooting last Sunday that left one high
school boy dead and two injured. Police said
the youths were harrassing Afshin Shariati.
A spokesman for the Iranian embassy said a
growing number of Iranian students, concerned for their safety and a possible shortage
of funds, "are calling us and saying they would
like to go back to Iran." Hossein Ava said the
embassy had sent a cable to Tehran seeking
instructions

